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It's for the birds 
Senior Kathy Mul ler works on completing a 
ceramic bird Thursday in the Craft Depot of the 
Union. Ceramics can be enrolled at the depot 
seminar class. (News photo by Judie Hoenig) 
osition still open 
for fin_·ance VP 
yPam Lill 
The search committee to find a new vice president 
for finance and administration has narrowed down 
he list of 103 applicants to 22. 
Search committee chairman Ted Ivarie said the ap­
plicants were "considered rather carefully, "  before 
ing narrowed down to a group of 50 and then a list 
of 22. Applications were accepted until the Sept. 14  
cuttoff date. 
The position was advertised for over two months 
due to an opening left by former vice president for 
finance and administration George Miller , who step­
ped down to take a similar position at Kansas State 
University in Manhattan, Ks. 
After Miller' s  resignation, Eastern President 
Stanley Rives appointed Marion " Jake" Zane, 
university treasurer' as acting vice-president until a replacement can be found. 
Ivarie said " almost anyone in the United States 
had an opportunity to become aware of the 
opening." 
Numerous publications advertised the position in­
cluding The Chronicle of Higher Education and The 
Wall Street Journal. . 
In addition, Ivarie said, "Members of the com­
mittee were urged to make direct contact with people 
they knew. "  He added that the search was a "net­
working process, "  and the committee "left no stone 
unturned."  
· 
Although no one from Eastern applied for the 
position, Ivarie said candidates applied from all over 
the nation, including several women and minority 
members. 
" We want to be as affirmative as we can in the 
recruiting, screening and selection process , "  Ivarie 
said, but women and minorities will have "no special 
provision. "  
I n  choosing a candidate , a list o f  criteria was 
developed and each applicant was evaluated against 
the criteria. Some of the qualifications include ex­
perience, previous positions held, educational 
preparation and scope of responsibility. 
Ivarie said the search has been a "very thorough, 
methodical, systematic process . ' '  
The search committee will narrow the list down 
(see POSITION page 6) 
French Experience accepted 
Experimental course approved by CAA with hearty 'bonjour' . 
by Julie Cambria 
The Council on Academic Affairs Thursday ap­
proved �n experimental 1 5-hour course which would 
fulfill all the humanities general education 
requirements. 
The course, called the "French Experience, "  was 
approved by a 7-2 vote despite some concerns raised 
by council members. 
The class will also meet six of the nine hour social 
science general education requirements ,  and will in­
clude sections in French language, economics , 
political science, geography and fine arts. 
Jon Laible, dean of the college of _arts and scien­
ces , said the course will provide an interrelated theme 
built around the central subject of France . · 
CAA member James Quivey voiced concerns on 
courses being administered outside academic depart­
ments. 
"I 'm concerned with the proliferation of courses 
outside of academic departments , "  Quivey said. " It 
is direct competition with the departments.' ' 
"The French Experience" will not be offered by 
any specific department and will be team-taught by 
several instructors from different departments. 
Quivey also expressed concern because the CAA 
made exceptions to provisions normally followed 
· when experimental courses are proposed. 
The course will be an exception to experimental 
courses in that it will count toward general education 
-requirements , and -will span the entire summer, in­
cluding intersession. 
Normally, experimental courses do not count 
towards general education requirements and are of-
fered during the regular academic year. 
" We're being asked to violate every rule set up for 
experimental courses , "  Quivey said.  " I  don't  see 
how we can look a faculty member or department 
head in the eyes when they coine in here to propose 
an experimental course." 
But , CAA student member Glenn Good said he 
thought summer would be a good time to offer an ex­
perimental course. 
However, CAA faculty member Alan Aulabaugh 
raised concern with the short time period in which the 
course is offeretl. 
"The compression of culture in such a short period 
of time concerns me, "  Aulabaugh said. " I  wonder if 
it ' s  advisable to have ir in such a short period of 
time." 
Other CAA members said the four components of 
the course may be too similar . 
However Laible said he believes each component 
offers unique instruction. 
"There is individuality in _each portion of it 
because different instructors made the course 
outlines ," he said . 
Laible said he was delighted the course passed by 
such a large margin. 
"I had no idea how the vote was going to go, "  
Laible said. " I  was very pleased with the outcome." 
Laible said he was excited about having the course 
offered and that 30 students would be the maximum 
number allowed to take it. 
" I. would .love to have to worry about the course 
being full , "  he added . 
State school's enrollment declines 
by Charlotte Arnold 
Total fall enrollment at most Board of Governors 
schools dropped in 1984, while enrollment at other 
state schools has increased. 
Enrollment at Eastern, Western Illinois University 
and Chicago State University has declined from last 
year but enrollment at the University of Illinois and 
Illinois State University has increased since 1983 . 
Eastern's  enrollment figures fell from I0,028 in 
1983 to 9,908 in 1 984, which is still above Eastern's  
target figure of 9 ,850. 
Rives attributed part of Eastern' s  enrollment drop 
to an 8 percent decline in the number of high school 
graduates from 1984 to 1983 . 
John Macguire, director of news services , said the 
smaller pool of high school graduates also con­
tributed to the decline in enrollment at Western. 
Western' s  enrollment dropped from 1 1 ,938 in 1 983 
to 1 1 ,  75 1 in 1984, short of the targeted enrollment of 
12 ,000, Macguire added. 
In addition, George Engelhard, assistant director 
of institutional research and evaluation, said 
enrollment at Chicago State declined from 7 , 504 to 
7,404. 
Also, John Baker , executive director for planning 
and budgeting, said off-campus enrollment at SIU­
Carbondale declined by almost 7 percent because 
" many students cannot aff.ord to pay tuition. "  Total 
enrollment dropped from 23 ,383 in 1983 to 22,847 in 
1 984, he added. 
However, enrollment at U of I and ISU increased 
this fall. 
Warren Harden, vice-president for business and 
finance, said fall enrollment at ISU increased by 3 17 
students ,  from 19 ,817  to 20, 1 34.  
Harden attributed the increase to several factors ,  
including "a considerable number of admission 
recruiters and an excellent transportation grid." He 
also noted that many ISU alumni are currently 
teaching in schools, which may influence students. 
Sue Parker, secretary to the director of ad­
missions, said enrollment at the U of I has increased 
from 34,632 to 34,760. However, she said the 
'83 enrollment 
10,028 
11,938 
19,817 *ISU 
23,383 
34,632 
WIU 7,504 
.. 
'84 enrollment 
9,�08-......... """-"� 
'----11, 751 
20,134 
22,84 _...._.___ 
� 34,76 "'9: 7,40 
enrollment reduction does not represent a major 
change. 
Enrollment figures were unavailable for Northern 
Illinois University, Northeastern Illinois University 
and Governor' s  State University. 
2 . Friday, September 28,  1 984 I 
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Cutbacks not linked to bomb ing 
Women in med school increase 
CHICAGO (AP)-Women account for about one-third 
of all first-year medical school students, a percentage that 
has tripled in the last 1 5  years, the American Medical 
Association says . 
And while the number of first-year minority students in 
medical schools has doubled in the last decade, they still 
comprised only about 16 percent of new enrollment in the 
same period-1983-84, the AMA says. About a third of 
those students are black. 
The AMA also said all finacial aid to medical students 
· dropped by about 6 percent in 1982-83-the first year to 
show a decline in about three decades . 
Some of these findings are included in the 84th Annual 
Report on Medical Education in the United States 1983-84, 
detailed in Friday's Journal of the American Medical 
Association. 
50 billion historical hamburgers 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Vice president 
George Bush joined President Reagan on Thur­
sday in criticizing cutbacks he said former 
President Carter ordered at the CIA, but he 
ref used to link such cuts to the bombing of the 
American Embassy annex in Beruit . 
Reagan himself had appeared to make just 
such a connection on Wednesday, but he chided 
reporters on Thursday for having "distorted my 
remarks about the CIA. " He ref used to 
elaborate. 
A White House spokesman, commenting on 
condition he not be named, was asked Thursday 
if Reagan had been aiming his criticism at the 
Carter adminisration. "If you concluded that, 
you wouldn't  be wrong, "  he replied. 
Meanwhile, Democratic presidential candidate 
Walter Mondale was in New York to meet with 
the Soviet Union's top diplomat, Foreign 
Minister Andrei Gromyko, one day before 
Gromyko was to meet Reagan at the White 
House. 
Mondale's  vice presidential running mate, 
Geraldine Ferraro, was at her home in Queens, 
N.Y. 
In a planeside news conference in Saginaw, 
Mich. ,  Bush was asked whether Reagan was 
blaming Carter for intelligence failures that 
resulted in a lack of warning about last week's 
embassy attack. His reply: "No. I don't believe 
that. I don't believe anyone can say that . "  
Reagan, in a ·campaign appearance at Bowling 
Green State University in Ohio, had talked of 
"the near destruction of our intelligence 
capability . . .  before we came here" in answer to 
a question about security at the embassy 
building. . 
Bush, himself a former director of the CIA, 
said Thursday, "I do believe there were cuts 
made in the intelligence business (during Carter's 
term) that were inappropriate and . . .  here's what 
I objected to, (Carter) kind of coming in and 
going out to the agency there and saying, well we 
know everything's  wrong and we're going to 
clean up something that, you know, if it wasn't 
broke why do they need to fix it-and laying off 
a lot of people and thus curtailing a lot of our 
sources of intelligence. "  
OAK BROOK (AP)-McDonald' s has big plans t o  mark 
the ·moment someone bites into the 50 billionth burger ser­
. ved up beneath a set of Golden Arches . But its competitors 
say pinpointing the historic hamburger is an order too tall 
for even McDonald's to fill . 
U.S. accused of propaganda ploy 
McDonald' s  says it grinds out 4 .35  billion burgers a year . 
in its nearly 8 ,000 restaurants in 3 1  countries . Factored on 
a 24-hour clock, that amounts to about 8 ,400 Big Macs, 
Quarter Pounders, cheeseburgers and hamburgers a 
minute-a whopping 140 burgers a second. 
The company, founded by Ray Kroc in 1955 , projects 
the 50 billionth burger will come off the grill in late Oc­
tober or early November. And moment has been assigned a 
special committee. 
Two men die in refinery cleanup 
ROMEOVILLE (AP)-Two men died Thursday while 
cleaning up debris at the Union Oil Co . refinery where 1 7  
people •died ·in a devasting July explosion, company of­
. ficials said..� , · . , . , 
UNITED NATIONS (AP)-Looking ahead to 
Friday's White House meeting, the official said, 
"It is not unusual for things to be said differently 
in private than they are in public . ' ' 
He characterized the mood at recent U.S.  
-Soviet private exchanges as "perhaps more 
conciliatory than in the past. '' 
" But, in substances, "  he said, "things have not 
changed very much. "  
While expressing readiness t o  negotiate arms 
control agreements with Washington, Gromyko 
repeated Moscow's insistence on withdrawal of 
the medium-range ballistic missiles NATO began 
deploying in Western Europe late last year . The 
Soviet Union cited the deployment at the time as 
its reason for breaking off nuclear arms talks in 
Geneva. 
In his speech to the assembly, Gromyko 
blamed the Reagan administration for the break­
down in negotiations. 
The foreign ininister said the United States 
deliberately wrecked negotiations to have an ex­
cuse for deploying the cruise and Pershing 2 
missiles in Western Europe. 
"And it did succeed in this, "  he said. 
" juggling with words ostensibly in favor of 
negotiations is a false propaganda ploy its pur­
pose is obvious. Now they rejoice that they were 
able to begin the deployment of their missiles in 
Europe, as planned. "  
In contrast, h e  characterized the Soviet Union 
as being in "the vanguard of active champions of 
peace. "  
"The Soviet Union is in favor o f  serious 
talks, "  he said. "Not only are we prepared for 
such talks ,  but we are insisting on them . "  It now 
was up to the United States, he added, to 
"remove the obstacals it has put up in the way of 
talks . "  
The two men were removing catalytic material from a 
processing unit at the refinery when the gravel-like 
material collapsed on them Thursday afternoon, said 
Union spokesman Barry Lane in a telephone interview 
from the company' s Los Angelas headquarters . 
The victims were identified as Kenny Pointer , 33 ,  and 
Gerald Klimczyk, 26, both of Portage, Ind . ,  a town near 
the Illinois border, said Will County Coron or Robert 
Tezak . He said an autopsy was planned. 
U.S. money raised to free Israelis 
New corn breed is heat resistant 
CHAMPAIGN (AP)-Scientists at the University of 
Illinois are pinpointing the cause of damage to corn during 
hot, dry weather-information that could help breeders 
develop drought-resistant varieties . 
NEW YORK (AP)-Orthodox Jewish groups 
say they have raised nearly $100,000 in the 
United States to defend 20 Israelis charged with 
mu�dering Arab mayors ,  plotting the bombing 
of a mosque and committing other terrorist acts 
against Arabs in the occupied West Bank. 
However , the support for the defendents , now 
on trial in a Jerusalem courtroom on charges 
they were part of a terroist ring, has angered 
other segmants of the American Jewish Com­
munity. 
"What we are looking at is separating the effects of heat 
and water stress right at pollination time, "  said John 
Schoper, an agronomist and research assistant. 
Two years of work have shown that a lack of water does 
not reduce the viability of pollen, but does reduce the 
ability of the silk to capture it and convert it to kernals. 
"There are fewer kernals on that ear" when it is mature 
and harvested, he said. 
" It's a sanctification of lawlessness ,"  said 
Rabbi Balfour Brickner, leader of Manhattan's  
�tephen S .  Wise Free Synagogue. "It' s an ab­
dication of morality-no, it' s an abdication of 
Judaism itself," 
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Nonsense, said Noach Dear , a New York City 
councilman and member of a committee that is 
raising funds for the defense of ·the alleged 
terrorists and for the welfare of their families. 
The defendents, he said, are "law-abiding 
citizens who will not tolerate -anyone attacking 
them. They are fighting terrorism." . 
The settlers are charged with the murders by 
car bombing of three Arab mayors in the West 
Bank; the shooting deaths of three students at an 
Islamic academy in Hebron; the pl�nting of five 
bombs in Palestinian buses last April; and a plot 
to bomb the Dome of the Rock mosque, one of 
Islam's holiest shrines. 
The case has caused a furor in Isreal. 
The Women.of 
Alpha 
Sigma Alpha 
Invite you to a 
Rush Party! 
Sun. 5 :30 p.m. 
Tues. 7 :00 p.m. 
Assistant . . . .  , . , . . .  , . . . . .  Amy Zurawski 
Wjre Edi .tor . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  , . , . Dawn Stultz 
CapyDesk . .  , . . . .  , ., . .  , .,, KirtKolzow 
Grahm Whitehead, Carol R oeh m, Mary 
Gustafson , Dino Tiberi , Renee Smith· 
For Info. 345-6032 Photo Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , Kent Kurfman 
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Drive just misses g6al 
by Jim Chasteen 
The Red Cross collected 442 pin­
ts of blood at Eastern Thursday, 
boosting the total number of pints 
collected in the annual fall drive to 
1 ,43 1 ,  Dan Ziccarelli , general 
blood drive chairman, said. 
Although Thursday's total was 
the highest daily total since Mon­
day, the blood drive ended 269 pin­
ts short of the l, 700 goal . 
Ziccarelli said the blood drive 
may have ended short of its goal 
for several reasons . 
"It could've been the weather, 
colds or just apathy, "  he said. 
''Any excuse will keep people from 
going (to give blood) if they're not_ 
sure they really want to go . "  
However, h e  added that the num­
ber of pints collected during the 
drive is " more than we'd have 
without the drive. I 'm pleased with 
the 1 ,43 1 . "  
Dean Walter Lowell , co­
chairman of the Coles County 
American Red Cross chapter , said 
he was a little dissapointed that 
more students didn't donate 
blood. "The potential donors are 
there ,"  Lowell -said,  "if they'd 
only get out. Many of today's 
� - - ·� "...; - -- --:: ... .. _ _ _ � 
'----..Fall '84_......­
Blood Drlve 
---1431 pints 
J) 
donors came in the last three 
hours , "  he added. 
Ziccarelli said,  "The real -
problem is convincing them that it 
really isn't going to hurt . Once you 
get them to give the first time then 
you know they'll probably be -
back." 
Thursday's  blood drive hours 
were extended 45 minutes and Zic­
carelli said that helped increase the 
number of pints collected. 
Computer request denied 
The Apportionment Board Thur­
sday denied a request from Intramural 
Director Dave Outler for funds to pur­
chase a computer for the I .M.  office. 
AB member Don Rogers opposed 
the request because a computer for that 
office is included in the University 
Five-Year Computer Plan, a plan to 
purchase computers for various offices 
within the next five years. 
AB member Paul Melcon said, 
because the computer is targeted within 
the university plan, "I don't know why 
he's come to us, quite frankly.' ' 
Rogers added the $3 ,000 request was 
"too much money for what they 
should need." 
In addition ,  the Board cut Dutler ' s  
request for intramural advertising fun­
ding from $3 ,442.50 to $500. 
Outler sought AB funding after the 
Old Style sponsorship was denied; 
however , AB approved only partial 
funding to allow extra time to find 
another sponsor . 
AB student member Larry Markey 
said, " I ' m  seeing someone who really 
didn' t  do his homework." 
In additii:>n, AB stipulated that the 
money could only be spent on half­
page advertising. Outler originally 
requested funding for 12 full pages and 
21 half page ads . 
In other business, Union Area Head 
Bill Clark presented a summary of the 
Student Activity Reserve Account, 
which currently totals $1 18 ,  177.  74. 
The account increased over the sum­
mer due to approximately $33 ,000 in 
unspent funds left in the AB budget, 
Clark noted. He estimated that about 
80 percent of these funds were left 
from University Board. 
Last year, AB decided to reduce the 
reserve account by· allocating more 
money than it earned in student ac­
tivity fees, he said. 
However, because of the unspent 
funds and interest earned on those fun­
ds, the reserve account is up to its high. 
level , he added. 
" It may be time to investigate how 
to improve the quality of student life 
rather than to spend more money on 
the same things , "  Clark added. 
He recommended a year-long 
process of evaluating student life,  for 
the purpose of directing AB reserves 
into the necessary areas . 
In other business, AB approved a 
$400 budget transfer for the UB 
Homecoming account for a Kickoff 
Pig Roast scheduled for 2 to 6 p.m. 
Oct. 8 on the Library Quad. 
The allocation allows for a $2.50 
ticket price. 
ay care not offered to Eastern 's student parents 
ther Ill inois universities offer child day care facilities, but costs and staffing are stil l problems 
Denise Strzalka 
Although Eastern does not currently offer a child 
re facility for students with children, several 
inois universities have established such services. 
Laurent Gosselin , child development specialist for 
e School of Home Economics , said currently at 
stern there is no campus day ·care facility for single 
married students with children. 
However, Northern Illinois University, Southern 
inois University and Illinois State University have 
und ways to aid students who who find child care a 
oblem on limited incomes . 
Glenn Williams, Eastern's  vice president for 
dent affairs , said a committee was formed in 1974 
discuss such a child care facility, but because of 
e cost of staffing, insurance and finding a location,  
was never discussed again. 
Gosselin said that an appropriate facility may be 
ssible in the future due to to the increa�ed number 
students getting married and having children. 
However, the actual number of parents enrolled in 
inois universities is unavailable because records of 
at kind are not kept . 
Gosselin said a day care service would also prove 
neficial to students in the child care field, 
viding "a learning, instructional and research ex­
rience." 
Presently, he said, Eastern does have a child 
velopment lab with a two-hour morning and af­
noon session, but the limited hours do not provide 
ugh service for students who are in classes all day. 
osselin said there is also a long waiting list for 
se services and many times , students cannot wait . 
'' 
"If a day care center was available, 
at least you would know that qualified 
people would be taking care of your 
children.'' 
-Student Shiow-wen Chen 
��������-'' 
One married student at Eastern , however, finds 
not having a child care facility to be a major i,n­
convenience. 
Mitch MicClure, a married student at Eastern said , 
his wife and children don't  live down here with him 
because she needs to work and at home, there is a 
place for the children whereas here there is not . 
Greg Baggerly, who is also a married student, 
agrees that Eastern should have a day care center for 
married students with children . 
He said if a day care center would be started and 
affordable, it would be worth while as compared to 
day care centers not run by universities. 
Shiow-wen Chen, a married student at Eastern , 
said, "If  a day care center was available, at least you 
would know that qualified people would be taking 
care of your children." 
She also said, this program would not be costly if 
parents assisted the personnel at the day care center 
in their spare time. 
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Universities that have set up programs did so 
through the work of concerned students who had 
children . 
Karen Stephens , director Qf.cbild . .care services.at·,.. 
ISU, a group social work class and students from ·· -
married housing discussed the day care problem in 
1971. 
Stephens said , from there, the group found a 
location for a. day care center on campus and began 
setting up a system for student parents .  
Sander Lunsker, director o f  child care services at 
Southern said their child care service started about 
ten years ago when a group of married students got 
together and formed their o�n day cay center. 
Diane Kubetz, child care dtrector at Northern said 
all it took for that university to notice the need for 
such a program was one student parent .who con­
fronted the educational department with the issue . 
She added that the facility was bpened in 1 978 and 
currently 60 families are enrolled. \ . 
Services offered by the program$\, vary from school 
to school, but in all of the facilities, cost is based on 
income of the parents. 1 
Stephens said the 38 families involved in ISU's 
program pay primarily based on wH11t they can af­
ford since 50 percent of the married students at ISU 
have low incomes. \ 
One university, in addition to Eastern, does not of­
fer such a program yet. . 
- Hugh Satterlee, coordinator of child care at the 
University of Illinois , said the U of I does not have a 
child care system because of cost and liability factors. 
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Editorials represent 
the majority opinion 
of the editorial board 
The Dally Eastern News 
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Let's give the 
governor what 
be wants to see 
Much like an insurance company, when 
Big Jim talks, Illinois re�idents listen. It 
comes with the territory. The power of the 
office commands attention. Big Jim talked 
last week at the Illinois Press Association's 
annual convention in Decatur. 
He talked of many things, but most 
Editorial essential to this cam-. _ . pus, he talked of 
------- education. We Eastern 
residents should listen. We should examine 
Gov. Jim Thompson'.> comments closely 
and use them to our best advantage. 
When Thompson spoke of education, 
specifically higher education, he spoke of a 
few key ideas that students, teachers and 
admin1�+rators alike need to latch onto. 
First, the governor asserted that we have 
now probably reached an appropriate balan­
ce between the contributions of the student 
and the taxpayer into the educational 
Your tum 
RHA endorsement 
Editor: 
The Residence Hall 
Association is pleased to an­
nounce its endorsement of Tam­
my Walker for the pasition of 
financial vice president. Although 
the committee was very im· 
pressed with both Walker and 
her opponent, Grant Sterling, it 
was felt that Walker's experience 
with both Student Senate and 
"-the Apportionment Board makes 
her a more qualified candidate 
for the pastion. 
The endorsement committee 
was very pleased to have had 
the opportunity to be presented 
with two strong candidates and 
we thank them both for taking 
the- time to seek our en­
dorsement. 
RHA encourages all residence 
hall students to vote in Monday's 
election and wishes both can­
didates the best of luck. 
Leslie Garrigan 
-Cast vote for Walker 
Editor: 
As you are well aware, a 
special election for Financial 
Vice President is being held on 
Monday. Oct. 1 . 
Tammy Walker, acting financial 
vice president is running for that 
position, and we feel that she is 
the best candidate for the 
position. 
We have known and worked 
with Tammy for the past year, 
and believe that· she is qualified 
to uphold the responsibillities of 
Financial Vice President. Tammy 
served as a member of the Ap­
portionment Board for two 
semesters, on the auditing com­
mittee for two semesters and, as 
mentioned, currently serves as 
the temporary Financial Vice 
President. 
We feel that every student 
shoula exercise his/her right to 
vote on Monday and at the same 
time make the right decision by 
voting for Tammy Walker! 
Stacy Hill 
Mark Erwin 
Silly endorsement 
Editor: 
The leadership of the Silly Par­
ty, after an intense five- minute 
endorsement meeting, has 
decided to support Grant C. 
Sterling for the lofty post of 
financial vice president. We feel 
that his strong background in 
financial vice, combined with his -
questionable character and large 
bribe, make him the most 
suitable candidate for this im-
portant position. / 
Sterling has -the advantage of 
not having dealt with student 
government recently and his 
ability to work with people 
makes him the best candidate 
for the past. 
So vote for Grant Sterling as 
president of financial vice on 
Monday. You'll be glaQ you did 
and so will he. 
Joseph Butler 
Graham Lewis 
Letter policy 
The name and telephone num­
ber of at least one author must be 
submitted with each letter _to the 
editor. 
Only the first three names from 
letters containing more than three 
authors will be published unless 
further specified. 
Letters submitted without a 
name (or with � pseudonym) or 
without a telephone number or 
other means of verifying author­
ships will not be published. 
Authorship of letters will be 
verified by telephone or by means 
otherwise specified by the author 
prior to publication. 
� Names will be witheld only upon 
justifiable request. 
Letters should not exceed 250 
words. Letters which exceed the 
250-word limit will be edited to 
standards with author's per-
- mission. 
·:;.;: 
budg� po�. Think abo� It. � ha � ·������������-�·�' --��-��- ������-�-���������� 
reached an appropriate balance ... 
Here it is, fellow students, a signal from 
above. The governor believes higher_ 
education students are dishing out their fair 
share. During the last four years, students 
have worn out their wallets .to reach that 
Eastern spea�s: This week's question was asked by Karen Sisulak and photos were taken by Frank Polich. 
balance. 
Why should x-rated films be shown? 
Let us engrave this comment in our minds 
and use them now in our effort to lobby 
against a familiar tuition increase next year. 
Big Jim also talked of reform and 
education funding increases. "You give me 
reform, IJI give you the bucks," he saia. 
Change always hurts a little, but if it means 
more money then let's change. 
Thompson indicated that he would like to 
see higher education develop a closer 
relationship with economic development. 
He indicated that we need to reform and 
show that educators are teaching for the 
fu�ra. · 
If we can show him this reform, he'll fight 
to increase our funding level. Then, as the 
governor ·noted, we can begin to do 
something about teachers salaries. We can 
increase them .. 
The governor has spoken. He has shown , 
us what he war:its. Let's give it to him. We'll 
all be better for it. 
Dan Nobbe 
senior 
technical education 
"If that's what gets 
people off, it's okay with 
me. It's their right to 
choose. Unfortunately, I 
had to work during the 
last movie." 
Joe Butler 
senior 
philosophy 
"I like to go to them 
because I think sex and 
violence is a Vl6nderful 
-thing. Besides, why 
shouldn't they show x­
rated films-that's my 
existentialist answer." 
Diane Lorentson 
senior 
management 
"They show them 
because the Union 
probably makes a profit. 
People have the choice 
and if they want to see 
them that's fine." 
Carrie Smith 
sophomore 
English 
"Students have a · 
to see what they 
to, but I'm personally 
posed to them b 
think it'.s disgusting:: 
Friday, September 28, 1 984 5 
oter registration falls short of goal-Butler 
Although Student Body President Joe Butler said 
ursday's  voter registration drive didn't quite meet 
goals,  he did admit that over 200 students 
"stered. 
"Actually, it was very successful , but we didn't  
ch our goal of registering over 50,000 voters 
ay, "  he said. 
However, Butler added that he believes "Friday 
uld easily put us over our two-day goal for a 
,OOOtotal . "  
With tables and music set u p  o n  the Library Quad 
m 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. , Butler' s  vow to register , en­
ain and give away prizes did attract enough 
dents to make him believe the registration drive 
piqued student awareness. 
"This is a great idea. Students should register to 
te, but there' s  only one way to do it. And that ' s  to 
et out here and make yourself visible, ' '  he said. 
Other than mentioning that he "spent six hours 
t here" and has not "kept office hours and won't  
morrow, ' '  Butler did mention that he did not get 
e chance to pass out the promised prizes . 
Butler's  promise for the prizes was halted Wed-
esday night when the Student Senate agenda did not 
low for discussion on fate of the Buddy Button 
stem. He had planned to use the defunct buttons as 
prize for students who have registered to vote in the 
ov . 6 election. 
Voter registration will continue today on the 
ibrary Quad. The deadline for campus voter 
egistration is Oct . 1 .  Students wishing to register af­
ter this deadline can still register until Oct . 6 at the 
ounty Clerk's office at the Coles County Cour­
thouse. 
Student Body President Joe Butler uses less than The music of Jerry Lee· Lewis, Elvis Presley and 
subtle persuasion techiniques when registering Black Flag was played to lure prospective voters. 
students to vote outside Booth Library Thursday . ( News photo by Brian Ormiston) 
undraiser_spurs Utah man 
to match Sigma Chi cash 
by John Best 
If the National Sigma Chi fraternity 
can reach its goal of $45 ,000 for 
charity, Utah businessman John Hun­
tsman said he will match it . 
The Wallace Village for Children , 
located in Brunfield, Col . ,  will'receive 
a total of $90,000 if the fraternity 
reaches its goal , Pat I ngalls ,  
spokesman for the Village said. 
Ingalls said the fraternity achieved 
last year' s  goal of $30,000 and she 
believes they will reach this year's  goal 
because, _  "enthusiasm is high and in­
terest is high." 
Eastern' s  Sigma Chi chapter is 
currently doing its part to raise money 
with Derby Days , an annual event con­
ducted by the fraternity . 
Wade Hewitt, Derby Days co­
chairman, estimates the chapter will 
raise "over $1 ,000" through various 
Derby Day events. "Everything' s  
going really good right now , ' '  he said. 
Derby Day events include volleyball 
tournaments, sidewalk painting, a Der­
by Darling beauty contest and an ail­
greek party Saturday at the Water­
works Park. 
Hewitt said participants _attending 
the party are asked to contribute $3. 
Greg Petersen, University of Illinois 
Sigma Chi alumni , said his chapter als·o 
has a Derby Days event with many of 
the same type of activities . "We 
probably raise a little more than 
Eastern does though," he added . 
Pay phone cost incre.ases 
Frequent pay phone users may have 
noticed a slight change in the cost of 
local calls earlier this month. 
The Illinois Consolidated Telephone 
Company approved a 25 cent coin 
teleph9ne rate Sept. 20: The 5 cent in­
crease is part of an effort by the ICTC 
to reduce the flow of subsidies between 
ISU ho_me game 
cancels contest 
by Peter Brousil 
A high school band competition 
scheduled for Oct . 6 at O'Brien Field 
has been canceled due to a conflict with 
Eastern ' s  home football game 
schedule, Band Director Richard Barta 
said. 
Earlier in the season, several foot­
ball games were rescheduled and the 
home game against Illinois State Oct . 6 
conflicts with the day set up for the 
high school band competition . 
Barta said Eastern' s  band progr:am, 
which oversees the annual competition, 
may try to reschedule the competition 
the various phone services offered by 
the company. 
ICTC spokesman Paul Keiser said 
the rate for pay phone customers was 
raised to stablize the service rates on 
local phone bills . 
" In the past, one kind of telephone 
service subsidi.?:ed another in order to 
make it more affordable, ' '  Keiser said 
Thursday, adding that pay phones 
were actually costing the phone com­
pany slightly more than 25 cents per 
local call. The cost was made up from 
the services charges of local bills . 
However, Keiser said removing the 
burden of pay phones from local 
customers will not lower any bills . 
" It just keeps the price (of local 
phone service) more stable, "  Keiser 
said. "It 's  that much less than local 
rates would go up due to inflation. "  
Keiser added that the cost o f  long 
distance pay phone calls will not be af­
fected by the rate hike. 
Buy and sell in 
the classifieds 
: ... ..- -- -· u ... ... ... *'-� We're celebrating � 
� September with a . . . I 
� $1«¥11 'treat· 
� 
� 
� � 
� 
� 
,Tour ehoiee • 
• Peanut Buster Parfait!l-
• Banana Split 
·Double Delight 
� 
�  
�. 
� 
� 
�-
� 
/ 
Both Locations: 
20 
_
State St. �treat you right. 
290 Lincoln Ave. At all participating Dairy Queen Stores 
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UMW to settle State's attorney race 
miner's contract 
on eve ot layoff 
Zimarowski ' s  cam paign gains support 
by Richard Barak 
James Zimarowski, the Democratic 
w ASHINGTON (AP)-In balloting candidate for state' s attorney said that 
that could give the soft coal industry his campaign has "catapulted" the last 
its first strike-free settlement in two few weeks . 
decades, members of the . United Mine "Support for my candidacy has been 
Workers decided Thursday whether to e x t r e m e l y  e v i d e n t , ' '  h e  
accept a new 40-month pact . said, "businesses, law enforcement 
Union President Richard Tr.umka groups and the people in the com­
and his spokesman shied away from munity are saying that it's  time for a · change. ' '  predicting the outcome, although some 
UMW leaders in the coalfeilds of Ap- In his campaign , Zimarowski said 
· plachia indicated they were confident that people may not remember his 
of the outcome. name but the voters will remember 
·At mid-day, however, U.S. Steel "Z" . "The association is working very 
Corp . in Pittsburgh announced that it well, "he said. 
was shutting down a mining operation Zimarowski, a Special Assistant At­
in Gary, w. Va., commencing at 1 2:0l torney General for the State of Illinois 
a.m. EDT Friday, and laying off 1 ,500 and an Assistant Professor of 
employees. Management at Eastern is stressing his 
Coal contract ratifiction elections experience in his campaign against · 
said that Owen has not always been 
fair to individuals charged with similar 
offenses . " Owen has dismissed traffic 
tickets for people in influential 
positions . She is also selective in filing 
cases. I will be more aggressive and ef­
ficient in running the office . ' '  
Last month, Zimarowski charged 
that Owen does not make herself 
readily available to the public . "If 
people or law enforcement groups n� 
to consult with me I will be there on 
c�l .  No one will be shunted away,"he 
said. 
Zimarowski and his wife, Claudia, 
an Assistant Professor of Special 
Education at Eastern reside in 
Charleston with their 2-year-old 
daughter, Kathyrn. 
· 
have been volatile in the past- the Re,�ublican N�n�y O�en. . . 
union has struck the industry in every . . �y admi�istrati�e ability and 
contract renewal year since 1964-and • trammg combmed wi�h my advanced 
union officials were known to be con- law . degrees have equipped me �o ef­
cerened about the further layoffs being fectively run �he �ffice. Yo1:1 can t run 
beamed by radio across the Eastern the of�;e with JUSt 3 years of law 
James Zimarowski Looking for 
Something you lost? 
Check the classifieds in 
the Dally Eastern News 
Appalichain and Midwestern coalfeilds school. . . . . . 
as miners were voting. A large administration function, m-
eluding managing a $400,000 budget , 
will be a part of Zimarowski's job if he 
is elected. "I will advise the county 
government and will co-operate with 
law enforcement groups, too." 
In his campaign, Zimarowski has 
J o e  C o r c o r a n , T u r m k a '  s 
spokesman, said the union would have 
no statement immedately on the U.S. 
Steel announcement. 
Gus Tremer, a U.S. Steel spokesman 
in Pittsburgh, was asked about the 
timing of the company's layoff an­
nouncement. 
Tremer replied that he has no in­
dication the mine shutdown was timed 
to coincide with the coal voting. In­
stead, he cited "a lack of orders on 
han.sl· and � .. sales :· �p�ted in the 
foreseeable future.'' 
The new contract , r:-oviding modest 
wages and some JOb security im­
provements ,, ould cover roughly 
105 ,000 of tr ..: UMW's 1 55 ,000 non­
retired members. Close to 50,000 have 
been lai� 'lff. 
Position__trom page 1 
further before beginning on-campus 
interviews , which are tentatively set to 
begin Oct. 8 . There will probably be 
five or six on-campus interviews each 
lasting two days , he said. 
I varie said the candidates will meet 
with the search committee as well as 
administrators, faculty, students and 
staff. 
During the interviews , a form for 
evaluation of the candidates will be 
available. The form is designed to 
measure "attributes that can be 
assessed during the interview process,''  
he said. The forms will then be con­
sidered by the search committee. 
The president should make a final 
· decision and make a recommendation 
to the Board of Governors sometime in 
late November , Ivarie said. He said the 
committee is hoping for an ap­
pointment beginning in January. 
However, Ivarie said the starting 
date is not as important as choosing the 
right person for the job. 
Ivarie added that the search com­
mittee is a "very harmonious, hard 
working group," and "consensus has 
come easily.".  
Shop the 
Dai ly Eastern News 
classified ads 
for bargains 
/ 
.1 
D'TOWN CHARLESTON • 345.9222 Ml. SAT A N D  SU N MATIN E E  2 : 00PM 
DUDLEY MOORE *BEST* U N FO RTU N ATELY , TH EY' RE AR-. BOTH o N  o u R s11;>E . .  - stRA111lCr1uirft1 _ DEFENSE _ID A ... ARAMOUNT PICTURE � 
FRI & SAT NITE 7 : 00 & 9 : 00 
MATTOON 
They say that behind every great 
man there's a woman. But in 
this case it's ridiculous. 
SAT & SU N  M A T I N E E  
C H A R L E S  B R O N SO N  
7� &'4 [!!] 
7W � Z'ti 
FRI  A N D  SAT NITE le.5 : 1  O�"· 7 : 1 0 · 9 : 1 0  
SUNDAY N ITE �5 : 1 �11 ·7 : 1 0 0NLY 
HELD OVER 5th STH WEEK! 
_..,__� Kid  
It's time for 
his moment of truth. 
FRIDAY AND SAT U R DAY N ITE 
SU N DAY TH RU TH URSDAY NITE ; ., 
SU N DAY N IT E  7 : 30 O N LY 
SAT &SUN MATI N E E  [jji:c»o��TI !  
ALL<JFllE··· 
The comedy that proves 
that one's a crowd. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
lPGl 
[tl�.=-�.9..���J · 7 : 1 5 ONLY 
SAT·SU N M ATIN E E  1.tt:?�9.�7.�ra.i 
���� NERDS 
They've been laughed or. 
picked on and put down. 
� TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX 
F R I  AND SAT NITE� sos�"! 7 : 05 ·9 : 05 
S UN DA Y N ITE i sos �11· 7 :05 ONLY 
f•1·5· - - -�o· . . ·a· · · · ·ADCia:.11j 
�-'- · · · - �· - · · · · · · · · · ·�·"·) 
7 :20 ·9:35 
SA TUR DAY A N D  SU NDAY AFTERNOON MATIN EE 
7:20 ONLY 
[tj·2·:00MMi�j 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  � . . . . . .  
Friday, Septem ber 2 8 ,  >1 984 7 
pecia l e lection a few days away 
Election nearing ; 
Pol ls open Monday 
For the third time in one year, students will be 
ed back to the polls Monday to elect a new 
tudent government financial vice president . 
Sophomore Tammy Walker and senior Grant 
terling will vie for the position, left vacant after 
John Cole resigned July 30 to accept a job offer 
· Chicago. 
Elections Committee Chairman Becky 
Tichenor said the polls will be open from 7 : 30 
a.m. to 7 p .m.  
The Union Ballroom will be  the voting site for 
students living off-campus and in the North 
Quad. Residents in the South Quad and Carman 
Hall will vote at the Coleman Hall southeast 
stairwell, Tichenor said. 
In order to vote, students m,ust show a validated ID card, she added. 
Election results will be announced at a special 
meeting of the Student Senate scheduled for 9 
p.m . Monday in · the Union addition Arcola­
Tuscola room. 
Two contest financial VP job 
by Denise Wilkey 
Eastern's student government is not a stranger to 
special elections as the second special election within 
one year for a new financial vice president is just 
around the corner . 
There have been three previous vice presidents 
within the past year that have either resigned or 
graduated. When senior Gail Redeker resigned Jan . 
1 8  because of time conflicts , a special election was 
conducted and Jeff Hunt was elected . 
Hunt graduated this spring leading to the election 
of John Cole during the general student government 
election last April . Cole resigned July 30 to accept a 
job offer in Chicago . 
· 
The two candidates vying for the vacant seat Mon­
day are junior Tammy Walker, acting financial vice 
president, and senior Grant Sterling . 
Anita Craig, Student Senate adviser, said one of 
the main duties of the financial vice president is "to 
serve as the chairperson for the Apportionment 
Board and keep all AB records . "  
Each spring, the AB allocates student activity fees 
to student organizations on campus for the next 
fiscal year . Faculty members and appointed 
Eastern students serve on the AB and approve the 
organizations' requests for funds . 
The financial vice president presides at all AB 
meetings and requests for funds from various fee­
funded groups are sent to this office . 
A few of the student fee-funded groups include 
Sports and Recreation , Student Senate, University 
Board, and Student Publications . 
However, the financial vice president is in a non­
voting position on AB . "The only time the vice 
president can vote is in the case of a tie situation , "  
Craig explained. 
In addition, the financial vice president must 
provide the Student Senate with weekly financial 
reports and an annual audit . 
Also , the financial vice president oversees all pur­
chase orders and vouchers and pays the bills ac­
cording to itemized budgets.  
The financial vice president also serves on the 
senate executive board. 
·andidates ;  concerned with mon ies i n  reserve fund 
Genene·Bergeron 
Junior Tammy Walker said one of 
r main priorities if elected financial 
'ce president is to, "decide what to do 
'th the high level of funds in the reser-
board. " 
· 
Walker, an accounting major with a 
inor in speech communications, said 
e money being allocated for student 
e is simply not being spent. 
She attributes this to the various 
udent government boards not having 
ough time to properly budget . 
By getting apportionment budgeting 
rms out in mid-December rather 
an the second week in January, 
alker said " we ' ll (the Ap-
rtionment Board) be securing 
ough time so that we can prepare 
equately for budgeting . "  
I n  addition , Walker noted that there 
a new accounting system at Eastern . 
e books will have to be totally 
vised by December to ensure they are 
ady for budgeting in the spring . 
Among Walker's  priorities are to 
eep the lines open with herself and the 
cal agents in charge of the various 
ards so that each will be better in­
ormed of current activities . 
In addition, seven of the 1 1  AB 
embers are new this year . Walker ,  ac-
COPY & PRINTING SERVICE 
FROM CONCEPT 
TO COMPLETION 
·QUIKPRINT ·� PROVIDES QUALITY __ .. 
• Presentations 
• Reductions & 
. Enlargements 
• Self Service 
Copies 
• Professional Typing 
• Self Service Typing 
West Park Plaza 
622 W. Lincoln 
Charleston, IL 
345-633 1  
Tammy Walker 
ting financfal vice president and AB 
chairman, said she is aiming at a "very 
well oriented board before budgeting 
time in the spring . 
"The main thing I feel I can give to 
this position is stability, " she said. 
"There have been four financial vice 
presidents in the past year and I have 
worked with all of them . "  
Walker added that she attended AB 
meetings last fall and became a mem­
ber in the spring . 
"I  feel pretty confident in the ex­
perience I do have and in fulfilling my 
duty to students , "  Walker said. 
G ra n t  Sterli n g  
by Genene Bergeron 
S�nior Grant Sterling said if elected 
financial vice president he would like 
"to make sure the average student 
knows what student government is 
doing . "  
Sterling, a philosophy major with a 
minor in political science, said, "There 
is a lot of interest on campus in what 
student government does , but a lot of 
students don't think that their opinions 
count . "  
Student awareness will b e  Sterling's  
number one pnonty if elected; 
however, he noted student fees are also 
a concern he will look into . 
"The present student government 
votes to spend money before carefully 
considering whether or not the money 
could be used in a better way, " he said .  
"There is  no doubt that student fees 
are there to be spent but I think that it 
is important to look closely at where 
the money goes , "  Sterling said. 
Concerning the AB's reserve fund , 
he said, " If  there is no good use for the 
money in the reserve fund then it seems 
logical to me that student fees could be 
reduced in the future. "  
Sterling also noted that h e  decided to 
run for the office "because this is a 
good opportunity to improve student 
Grant Sterling 
government . 
' ' I  sometimes think that it is not 
always important to have someone 
elected because they have been in­
volved in student government for a 
long time," he added. 
Sterling said he believes one of the 
most important things to do while in 
office is represent the students . 
" I'm not going to make specific 
promises on what I intend to do once 
I 'm · in office ,"  he said , "but I do 
promise to do a good job and work 
hard. "  
October 7. 1 984 
Chick Corea Septet 
7 p11z 
featunng memhen o/ 
Tashi: 
Fred Sherry cello 
Ida Kavafian iiolin 
Theodore Arm violin 
Steven Tenenbom i·iola 
.ind Spena/ gm?sts 
Steve Kuiala flute 
Peter Gordon frencb horn 
SORF supported 
Tickets O!I sale ,1t the Illini [ 'nion Box opi·ct' 
CICC stude!lts:  51 0 .  ; o ,  5 9. 5 0 .  SS. 5 0  
Public: 5 1 2. 50 .  5 1 1 . 5 0 .  5 1 0. 5 0  
Cnfrersity of Illinois L 'rh,w.r- Cbt1m/J.11�zn 
Kr,umert Ct!llter for r/J; Perji;;rmng . ·\ rts 
Foe/linger Great Hill 
8 
Surprise Dawn! 
Happy Late 19th Birthday 
Love , Jennifer & Suzann 
Here's what new at 
TOKENS: 
Pocket Trivia! 
fun game for 2 or 
more players 
Across the street from 
Old Main 
Phone 345-4600 
����, 
2 Bell's � 
3 Flower Corner l . 2 (Formerly Coff�y's) � 
3 Doz. · Carnations Z 2 wrapped 5799  � 
3 Doz. Roses 
wrapped 51 495  
G reen Plants 
30% off 
2 1335 Monroe � 3 345-39 19 � 
����� 
H arrison Street 
Chu rch of God 
Sunda y  Schedule 
1 st Worsh i p - 8:00 a m  
S u n d ay S c hoo l - 9:1 5 a m  
2 nd Worsh i p - 1 0: 30 a m . 
E ve n i n g  Serv i ce - 7  pm 
To receive a ride 
ca /1 345-5850 
I va n  " Pete" Wood 
Pastor 
345-2794 
1/i M i l e E .  of Rt.  1 6  
on H a rr i son  St.  Road 
Friday, September 28, 1984 
PACKAGE 
Conve n i ent  D r ive-u p W i n dows 
I ce 61 4 - 9 l b: Bag 
� .... _ ...  _ 
-·-
Mal i bu 
7 50 m l  
. $599  
J&B 
Scotch 
7 50 m l  
$799  
The Dally Eastern Newt 
KEGS & 
PONIES 
in stock at 
GATIWAY 
MICH-BUD-BUSCH , MILLERS-MILLER LITE 
LOWENBRAU-PABST 
OLD-STYLE - OLD MIL 
2 f ree bags of I ce 
w ith kegs 
Amaretto 
d i  
Seagram's · · C h i l led · 
B l ue N u n  
· Saronno 
750m l 
$1 1 5 9 
Seven 
1 . 7 5  l i ter  
$1 049 
Smi rnoff 
Vodka 
1 . 75  l i ter  
$1 079  
7 50 m l  
$2 99  
Less  
R e b a t e :  1 °0 
Y o u r 51 99  Cost :  
At G ateway 
H i ram Wal ker 
Schnapps 
Tasti ng 
C h i l led 
Pa u l  Masson 
Prem i u m Wi ne 
Pepperm i n t . 
C i n n a m on 
S pea rm ent 
F r i .  4-8 p m  
S a t .  1 Oa m .. 2 p m  
1 . 5 l i ter  
· $299  G lenmore Vodka 
and 
G i n  
Canadian 
M ist HAPPY DAY 
1 l i ter  
$J 99 
I ce C o l d  
Long N ecks  
Q 
H�PPY DAY 
750 m l  
5;499 
Meister 
B rau 
1 2  p k .  
C a n s  
$2 89  
M i l ler-M i l ler  Lite 
B ud-B u d  Light 
$999  p l u s  d e pos i t  
C a se 
E ve.ryd ay Low P r i ce 
Wiedemann 
1 2  pk . 
T A  Bott les  
$249 
. 
I t  i s  a p l eas u re to cash you r chec k s .  0. P l ease have you r loca l  fi�d ress ,  phone m. � m be r, \gJ 
and d r ivers l i cense n u m be r  on  you r  chec k .  HAPPY DAY 
Levi legacy 
There's more to the past of blue jeans than stains 
and ripped seams . To find out more about the past of 
a great American tradition . . .  
See page 3 
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Stores and styles 
Over the past few decades, the popular styles. of 
blue jeans have changed a great deal , and several 
Charleston merchants have attempted to keep pace 
with these changing fashions . 
See page 5 
... 
Foreign fashions 
Fashions -and attitudes toward clothing vary from 
region to region . Some of Eastern's foreign students 
express their opinions on jeans and compare the 
U . S .  to their native lands .. 
See page 4 
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i i Oiurches Soccer The Soccer team will host Air 
Force Academy Sunday at noon at · 
Lakeside Field . 
1i Unviversity Baptist Church '!, Services will be held at 10 :  30 a. m 
=ii :md 7 p . m .  at 1505 Seventh St . 
a 
• Music 
� Christian Campus Fellowship 
g There will not be any services thi� ! week . 
Ted's Warehouse 
Friday "Skeezix" and Saturday 
"Ivory Grand" will be playing at 9 : 30 
p . m .  to 1 a . m . • .c .,.. Wesley United Methodist Movies Services will be held at 9 and 1 1  
a . m .  at 2206 S .  Fourth St. This 
weeks sermon will be "The Religion 
of Politics and the Politics of 
Religion . "  
First Presbyterian Church 
Services will be held at 10 :30 a. m .  
a t  3 1 1  Seventh St . 
lmmanual Lutheran Church 
Services will be held at 8: 15 ana 
10:45 a . m .  at 902 Cleveland . Thi� 
weeks sermon will be "A Man's True 
Glory . " 
First Baptist Church 
Services will be held at 9 :30 a . m .  
and 6 p . m .  at 2800 University Dr. 
Newman Community 
Services will be held at 9 and 1 1  
a . m .  at Buzzard Auditorium . 
Sports 
Football 
The Football team will host .Ferris· 
Stat� · ·Saturday at -1: -30 p . m .  at 
�'Br�l\.SJadium.  
Best Defense 
Showings at 7 and 9 p . m .  Friday 
and Saturday . Sunday at 7 : 30 p . m .  
at Will Rogers . Rated R .  
All of Me 
Showings at 5 : 30 ,  7 : 15 and 9 
p . m .  Friday and Saturday . Sunday 
at 5 : 30 and 7 : 15 p . m .  at Time 
Threater in Mattoon . Rated PG . 
The Evil That Men Do . 
Showings at 5 : 10 ,  7 : 10 and 9 : 10 
p . m .  Friday and Saturday . Sunday 
at 5 : 10 and 7 : 10 p . m .  at Cinema 3 
in Mattoon . Rated R .  
Revenge of the Nerds 
Showings at 5 :05,  7 : 05 and 9 : 05 
p . m .  Friday and Saturday . Sunday 
at 5 :05 and 7 : 05 p . m .  at Cinema 3 
in Mattoon . Rated R .  
The Karate Kid 
Showings at 5, 7 : 20 and 9 : 35 
p . m .  Friday and Saturday . Sunday 
at at 5 and 7 : 20 p . m .  at Cinema 3 in 
Mattoon . Rated PG . 
The Men of 
DELTA .TAU DELTA 
.-. . .  � -are proud to announce 
the ET A Pledge Class 
BILL A NSTRAND 
TYLER BECKER 
BOB GEREKE 
JOHN GIBBS 
MIKE GORDEN 
TOM HAR TIGA N 
TY HA UTER 
MIKE KORZYNIEWSKE 
KEVIN MCNEESE 
WA YNE PALMER 
TIM PO WELL 
DANELL REID 
JIM SPIEGEL 
STEVE WESTON 
You're the Greatest ! 
M a de I n  U. S .A . 
Lot 5 0 1 W32 L 3 1 
Performance slated for Tarble 
A variety of 1 9th and 20th Century 
chamber music will be performed by the 
"EIU Chamber Ensemble" Sunday at 
the Tarble Arts Center, Dwayne 
Hansen,  music department chairman , 
said . 
The show will include compositions 
by Johann Christoph Pezel ,  Giovanni 
Gabrieli , Gerhard Wuensch,  Robert 
Starer , Bohuslav Martinu, Maurice 
Ravel and Malcolm Arnold . "We want 
s�.__ _ 
Editor . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . .  Diane Schneidman 
Assistant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lisa Albarran 
· Photo editor . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . .  Sam Paisley 
Art director . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .  Chris Toles 
Copy desk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sue Serna . 
Noreen Reilly . Kerri Niemann 
to give a variety , "  Hansen said . 
The pieces will be performed by 
several Eastern faculty members and 
students , Hansen added.  
The performance is  presented in  con­
juction with this year's "Tarble Arts 
Center Chamber Music Series . "  Sun­
day's show will begin at 3 p. m .  The 
price of admission is $ 1  for students, 
$2 . 50 for adults and children under 12  
will be  admitted free of  charge . 
�·-----
The week's Verge cover proves t h.- <1d.1y.­
that if your jeans get too old .and smellv. vnu 
may just find them standing up wilhoul you in 
th!;!m . Read on to discover m.,re in ler.-st iny 
facts about America's favorite ou 1er1.1.•ear 
The men of 
would like to cordially invite 
ALL fraternities and 
sororities to the FINAL 
DERBY DAYS 
PARTY! 
Where : Waterworks Park 
(Spring Haven) 
When : Saturday after 
the football game 
T. . 3 ? 1me . p . m . - .  
A ll proceeds go to Wa llace Village for m in imally 
retarded and handicapped ch ildren. 
For more info call 345-9023 
; ., 
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Blue jean loyers : 
. .  - : - -. . .  · ·  
._: . · 
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Students 'wash and wear' ways 
by Kirt Kolzow 
nd Amy Zurawski 
Almost everyone wears blue jeans. 
nd Eastern students are certainly no 
xception . 
The comfort denim provides appears 
to be the most popular reason for wear­
ing dungarees.  
Sophomore Scott Conover said he 
ears jeans.  specifically Levi's .  over 
ther types of pants because they are 
ore comfortable .  
Sophomore J oe Pepp is also a Levi's 
ancier . "I'm a Levi's man .
. .  
Pepp said . 
'I like jeans because they get don't dirty 
s easily . One pair lasts a week and that 
aves on wash .
. .  
Junior Kevin Aikman . also a self­
roclaimed . "Levi's Man .
. .  
said Levi's 
re his favorite brand because . "They 
re the most c omfortable . fade the best 
nd are nice to work in .
. .  
Junior C hris Luxem said .  "I only 
ear Levi's and Lee's because they are 
he most comfortable .  last the longest 
nd have the best price s . · ·  
And t h e  comfort o f  b l u e  jeans appeals 
o students of all ages .  
Peg Docter. who places herself in 
'the over-50 (age) group , "  said , "I love 
eans . I buy any kind . I don't look like 
he young set , but who cares . "  
Comfort and style are not the only 
actors which students with t ight budgets 
onsider when adding a new pair of 
eans to their wardrobe . Price is also im-
ortant . 
Conover, who has worn Levi's ex­
lusively for four years, added , "It's 
ard to find a better price than the one 
n Levi's . "  
Senior Angie VanBooven said , " I  buy 
hatever is on sale and wear jeans 
ecause they are comfortable . "  
Perhaps a s  a result of students' 
ndless search for low-priced clothing, 
esigner labels pn jeans don't seem to 
e as popular as they were a few years 
go . 
Another factor which prevents some 
tudents from laying down extra cash 
or designer denims is the Jack of in­
ividuality ingrained in designer labels . 
Senior Terri Simmon said she does 
ot buy designer jeans because , "I am 
y own individual and don't need to 
ear someone else's name on my rear 
to prove it . "  
Regardless o f  whether one choose-: 
des igner  j e a n s  or low- p r i c e d  
dungurees .  most students like to a d d  
s o m e  mileage to their j e a n s  befon> 
wearing the m the first t ime . And 
students have a variety of  habits for 
breaking blue jeans i n .  
Simmons· said . " I  d o  deep-knet' 
bends.  run around the house for three 
weeks and wash them about 10 t imes 
before I go out in public in them . "  
Simmons i s  not the only individual  
seen j ogging the hal ls of her house in 
new jeans .  VanBooven also said she 
breaks in her new jeans by racing about 
the house for a few days un til the 
denims are comfortable to wear . 
Luxem said she simply washes her 
blue jeans in hot water and then wears 
them . 
H owever.  not all  students like the 
"used and abused" look in jeans . Senior 
Donavan Williams said he likes his jeans 
to look new and does n ot practice a 
breaking-in ritual . 
After the jeans have been broken in 
and worn into the groun d .  many 
students find they sti l l  can't part with 
their favorite pairs . 
For example . Simmons said she 
makes a shrine for her jeans in  the c loset 
when they can not be worn anymore . 
However Junior Fred • Sinkes said 
after his jeans have seen better days . he 
simply throws them away . 
Williams is a little bit more sentimental 
about his jeans.  "Depending on where 
the holes are , I probably just retire them 
to the drawer and wear them very 
seldomly ."  he said . 
Totally ridding oneself of . or saving. 
old jeans is not the only alternative 
students use when their jeans are too 
ragged .  Some people turn them into 
shorts . 
Aikman said when his jeans have 
seen better days, he cuts them off for 
shorts or wears them when he is work­
ing in "messy situations . "  
Senior Doug Kelly said when his 
jeans "are about ready to fall apart ,"  he 
cuts them off for summer wear or wears 
them only when he is working. 
Junior John Eckert said,  "I cut off my 
jeans, but only when they are no longer 
accecptable to wear anywhere . "  
past and present 
3 
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The living 'leg' acy of Levi Stra� i . 
In the 1850s , Strauss switched· from r 
canvas to denim . The word denim first !L 
came from the French phrase "serge 1 
de Nimes" , Boyle noted . z 
by Lisa l..ait 
Levi's 50 1 jeans, the first jeans ever , 
have been around for 130 years . 
These jeans are worn by many people . 
but many of these people do not know 
the history of Levi's .  
A man named Levi  Strauss in­
vented the jeans in 1853 . Strauss , a 
Bavarian immigrant, hoped to sell 
canvas material in the U . S .  for tents 
and wagon covers . Julie Boyle . ac­
counting executive for Go; :n  Harris 
C o m m u n icatio n s  (which is the  
distribution company for the  Levi 
Strauss C ompany) . said . 
As it turned out gold miners in the 
West needed heavy . durable pants 
d uring the gold · rush . Boyle ' said . 
Strauss then discovered his canva� 
could be used for extra- strengtr 
clothin g .  
The first pair o f  p a n t s  were calle1 
" p a n tal o o n s" a n d  " w a i s t - h i g l  
overalls" . Boyle added . The nu mbe1 
50 1 was the lot nu mber assigned to 
the prod uct . 
Strauss also selected an indigo dye I 
to color the jeans , which is still used to- ..,. 
day . she added . j: 
But,  gold miners were not the only � 
folks who fc•md jeans useful for rugg- r 
. � ed work . Ranchers used the Jeans for :4' N horseback r :ling and other duties on !"' 
the homes!• : •d . :0 
Soon rich Easterners would vaca- : 
tion in the West to visit "Deud··  ran­
ches. Boyle said . 
Throughout the years the uses of 
blue jeans were discovered by other 
segments of society - even movie 
stars . 
"James Dean wor� Levi's in the 
m ovies .
. .  
Boyle said . Also don ning 
jeans on the movie screen was Marlon 
Brando.  Brando wore jeans in his 
1 954 film The Wild Ones . These two 
men made jeans popular among 
teenagers . 
Freshman . . .  
CONSIDER ROTC 
By addin·g mi l itary service to your other classes 
next semester ,  you ' l l  start to earn a commission as 
an Army officer without obl igation . You wi l l  have an 
opportun ity to com pete for federal and state ROTC 
scholarships .  I n  fact , you wi l l  have nothing to lose 
and everyth ing to gairJ ! _ J_o in the others· �wr,9� � av��f:� 
become officers through EASTERN ' s Army ROTC 
program.  
For more information cal l the ROTC Office 
at 58 1 -5944 or come by A . A .  Room 3 1 0 · 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE! 
._ ________________________________________________ "!"-______ ...... . 
�----------------..... ----------��----�� 
20 % 
• Jantzen 
• Catalina 
• Cambridge 
• Career C lub 
• tall sweaters 
included 
More Specials 
off 
• Jeans- Lee stripes lf2 price-' � 
All others s-ale priced 
• Suits- 20 % off 
• Jackets- 20 % off M 1cK·s �CLOTHING 
! Students compare blue jean customs 
a " by Beth Kenny 
� Blue jeans may have started out as_� 
i something uniquely American ,:but tO-.. 
� day their ir,npact can be seen i everywhere -from • G e r m a n y  to 
z Taiwan . 
,i Senior Andreas Gerling, from West • Germany , said the craze for American � jeans is a "paradox" . 
=; People in Germany want 'cheap' � American jeans , "  Gerling said . "French 
� and British jeans are cheap , but people 
e want to buy Wrangler's or Levi's ,"  he � said . "The Wrangler jeans you can pick :: up for $8 at Walmart ,  sell for $20-$30 
� in Germany ,"  he added . 
However , Gerling doesn't choose to 
wear jeans. He opts for something 
dressier. 
"I hate blue jeans . They don't look , 
good all faded ,"  he said . "I usually wear 
khakis . "  
Gerling said some people actually 
make a living off of exchanging blue 
jeans with the Soviet Union . 
"They (the Soviets) are willing to 
spend lots of money for American 
things- especially rock albums and blue 
jeans ,"  he noted .  "They have their own 
'brands' , which are terrible , so they are 
willing to spend up to $ 1 00 on a pair of 
blue jeans . "  . 
Senior Rajendra Sinhaa of India 
echoed Gerling's statements regarding 
his country's infatuation with American 
jeans . 
"The craze is for American jeans, and 
the more cut up , faded and dirty they 
are , the more they are worth , "  Sinhaa 
said . 
"If an American tourist goes to 
Calcutta , there are street peddlers who 
will offer $20 , $30 , even $40 for their 
jeans, "  he said . 
· "People are almost getting stripped in 
• .  : . : . ,  . tR� ipap /' .�i_nhaa noted . "They don't 
, , . mihd spending the rest of their stay in 
shorts or underwear . It's hot in India . "  
Indian jeans, such as 1:he brand Avis , 
sell for $7-$8, but imported jeans can 
sell for $50- $ 100 ; especially Levis he 
noted . 
In Taiwan colored jeans are the latest 
style according to graduate student 
Ling-Fang Tzeng. "You see jeans in 
many colors , such as red ,  white , green 
and yellow, "  Tzeng said . Tzeng, a 
· Levis fancier, said most students at her 
former school , National Taiwan Univer­
sity , wore jeans . However, "Very 
seldom did you see people over (age) 
Peo p l e  from a l l  over the w o r l d s  have fou nd l abe l s  o r  what the l atest fash ions  are, students a n d  �erchants 
l i ke the one a bove p l astered over the i r  poster iors .  And a l ways f ind that b lue jeans  p l ay an i m porta nt part i n  
regard less  of how often the name o n  the l a be l  c h a n ges, c l ot h i n g  sty l es . ( Photo by David Sh aw) 
30 wearing jeans . "  quite as prevalent as i n  the U . S . , "  junior· I n  America Teoh usually wea 
In En9land Levi's are still pretty big , Olu Sobanjo said . Calvin Kleins and Levi's .  She said jean 
senior Graham Whitehead said . "But "People wear pants of other are priced about the same here as th 
designer jeans are not big at all . Baggy materials , "  he said . "Jeans are for are in Malaysia . 
jeans are popular in England , but their rough work or odd jobs . When people Teoh noted that shorts are not seen i 
just coming out here , "  he added . Bag- go out they put on something smart . "  Malaysia as often as they are at Eastern 
gies have been popular in England for a Sobanjo said he doesn't usually wear "We don't wear shorts . We wear jeans 
while now . jeans. "I 'm not a fan of jeans , "  he said . lot , or dresses, " she added . 
"Jeans aren't accepted in restaurants "Once in a while I do wear jeans, Senior Gordon Williams of Jama· 
as much as they are here , "  Whitehead sometimes bell bottoms, but most of the said women are the ones who wear t 
noted . "Lots of places request time I dress formally , "  Sobanjo said . jeans in the family . "Women wear mo 
something dressier ,  even some bars . "  Culture can play a part in a persons blue jeans than men ," he said . "Th 
Some countries have not caught blue wardrobe as senior Swan Teoh of are not popular amoung men . "  
jean fever a s  severely a s  the United Malaysia noted .  "Our culture i s  a bit dif- "Men i n  Jamaica wear more tailor 
States. ferent; when we go out at night we pants than jeans, " Williams added . 
For example,  "In Nigeria jeans aren't dress up quite a bit , "  Teoh said . 
LREST PRICE 
.Tm -FALL! 2 Kegs Delivered 
To your 
Tailgate Party 
..JE=�.i:.........JIM.�-
• The new R .  JOHNS College Rings 
are better than any rings you've 
ever seen . 
• 2 kegs of beer 
• 4 bags of ice 
• 100 cups $ 5899 
Call 345-5 1 1 7 for Legal Limit Delivered 
Page One Tavern 
-
• Come in for this special showing. 
Discover what's new in College 
Rings . 
SPECIAL s191s· 
.----- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Break the 
Pizza Habit 
at 
From ' 'elephant bells' ' to striped jeans, 
· local clothing stores keep up with styles 
5 
by Bill Tucker 
In the late 60s , stores were lined with bell bot­
tom jeans as part of the craze across the country . 
The bigger the flare the more "hip" the pants , until 
an exaggerated version of these flares came out 
called "elephant bells" . 
The 70s, with its "me decade" philosophy 
brought designer jeans to the racks . The names 
Calvin Klein and Gloria Vanderbilt commonly 
decorated the pockets of men and women . 
Enter the stores of the 80s and discover a wide 
variety of jean styles lining the aisles .  
"We sel l  a lot of Levi's straight-leg jeans and 
Levi's boot cuts , "  said Jeannette Hood of 
Spurgeon's Department Store , 523 Seventh St .  
"Men and women are wearing just about the 
same style of jeans now , "  Hood added . 
Ra.ndy Sims of Mick's Clothing. 606 Jackson 
Ave . ,  agrees with Hood . "We sell a lot of Levi"s 
50 1 jeans to the younger people . while the adults 
tend to be more conservative and buy more basic 
jeans . "  
"Striped jeans are popular with both sexes .  and 
we sel l  a lot of boot-tut jeans as well . . . he added . 
Jeannette . Gillis of Adler's .  509 Seventh St . .  
does not share the straight- leg opinion of other 
retailers . 
"Our 'biggest sellers are the baggies and striped 
jeans . but after a while it seems like the girls get 
tired of the fancy jeans and go back to the basic 
denims , "  Gillis said . 
Gillis also noted a taste distinction between 
younger girls and adult women . "Older women 
prefer the misses styles which aren't quite as 
fashionable as the junior styles , "  she said . 
Bil! Shafer of Shafer's Clothing, 60 1 Monroe 
Ave . , has his own philosophy on the subject of 
jeans . 
"The jean market across the nation has falle n . ' ' 
Shafer said . "At one time,  any kind of jean could 
be sold for just about any pr ice . "  
"We sell the Lee stra.ght- legs . "  Shafer noted . 
"We also sell a lot of ca'Tiouflage and pleated 
jeans too . but I think th( Ariped jeans have just 
e:bout died out . "  
Sycamore's .  located i n  the Eisner shopping 
center.  also tries to keep up with the styles which 
are popular at the moment . · ·we sell a lot of faded 
and two-tone jeans .  The black jeans and the 
shorter straight legs do well also , · ·  said Lori J obe 
of Sycamore's .  
" 'We have striped jeans and check'ed jeans i n  c. 
variety of patterns and colors and they all sel l  
well . · · J obe added . 
Regardless of personal preference in der. i m .  
C harleston merchants probably have the jeans 
your looking for- unless you ·re looking for 
elephant bells . " 'The flair legged jeans are out of 
style . but  once in a while someone will ask for a 
pair . ' ' H ood said . 
The intimate story of a pair of blue jeans 
There I was . among hundreds of others just like me .  
when someone walked in and  said . " 'Thirty­
three/ thirty-four . please . . . 
'This is it . "  I said to myself . " 'that's my nu mber . . .  
And with a quick goodbye to my friends.  I was entered 
the outside world . 
At first everything seemed to be a mystery to me . 
He took me into a small room and gave me a chance 
to try him on . I still remember saying to myself .  " 'He 
fits great . rn take him . . . 
Next some lady folded me up and stuck me in a bag' 
There I was, ready to experience life . and I get shoved 
into a sack.  Degrading I thought . but things were to 
pick up soon . 
Yes, those first few years were new and exciting . 
There were so many places to see and things to d o .  I ' l l  
never forget those "hip- huggers·· and designer labels . 
It was always nice to snuggle up to a warm pair of 
Calvin Klein's .  
Some of  my fondest memories are not too clean . 
however .  All those concerts : and those crowded . 
smoke-filled barrooms. Not to mention the countless 
number of food and drink spills .  I never thought that 
spaghetti sauce was ever going to come out . 
Oh,  and I'l l never forgive him for going out and 
drinking too much that one night . He was .only sick for 
Personal file: 
Kirt Ko lzow 
one night .  but I felt that way for another week! 
Then something strange happened . Once . while he 
was taking me for a stroll in the local park , he met so­
meone different than all the rest . She wasn't one of the 
usual designer or generic labels that I was us�d to . In 
fact . she didn't  have any legs at all! "A dress?" I 
thought to myself . · ·now what is he going to do?" 
My questions were soon answered . The weekly 
wash-and-wear- me-all- the-time routine soon became 
a once-in-a-while-only- on-the-weekend-romp . 
It was then I found myself looking back-feeling old 
and faded . Quietly laying here in my drawer , I can feel 
the many patches and stitches that have held me 
together through the years . 
Actually . I don't  have any real complaints . 
Whenever he does open this drawer I am always the 
one he takes out . I am his favorite . and he is mine . I'm 
proud to have been his pair of blue jeans . 
Kirt Kolxoa· is o rt•porter for The Daily Eastern News .  
- - - - - -. 
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Page One Tavern n ay :  
"SKEEZIK" 
Songs from Romantics , Bi l ly Idol , Talking �� -Sirloin Stockade Heads, Brain Adams, . I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·I  
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-Sunday Night-Student Special- I The Tubes The Fixx * $.75 Tequila l l z . S . 
I �I plus more! ! . unnse F· R£ £ .--/Miia--- ----... S '·-------Get i12J2!'J1.fro.!!1_§:1Q�. L. ·  ..c··.·. 2..� 
� : ;:;;�ry " SALAD SIRLOIN • Grand" STOCKADE I 
BARI 
(with Meal) 
$ 1 .�9 
Value 
80 1 W .  L i nco l n  : 
3 4 5 -3 t t 7 I 
open Da i ly 1 1 -9 1  
I Just Bring Your E.I.O. 
I _ Student I .D. 5-9 p .m . Only I 
� - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · -' 
Songs from Night Ranger, Loverboy , Van - . Halen , Bon Jovi , tz Top , etc . 
-
* $.75 Tom or 
Vodka Collins 
Get in for $ 1  from 8- 10 w I coupon 
L--- ----�----------------------
Not1no 
"""'"" ' 
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'Red Dawn' fails to eclipse 
� Red Dawn is the sto!)l -Of World War ;,.· -------------------------------------------....., -1 111 . It centers around a group of 
' teenagers who are forced to hide in the 
c mountains when their small American ! to�n is invaded by Communist forces. 
� These five or so boys, with the help of 
� two girls they acquire along the way, 
.! name themselves the Wolverines and ! decide to take on the Communists . The 
9 majority of the film shows their struggles ;' with the enemy , and , to a certain ex­
> tent, with themselves . ! Red Dawn is a weak movie . One ma� 
jor problem is that it's filled with con­
tradictions and inconsistencies . I can 
name two major conflicting points off­
hand . 
The first one involves reality vs. fan­
tasy . This film heavily relies on "reality" . 
It's WW III . It's America vs . Russia,  · 
basically . This film doesn't pretend to be 
a fantasy , and yet . it is filled with "fan­
tastic" elements . _ 
The Wolverines seem to do as they 
please for the greater part of the film 
and get away with everything, despite 
the fact they are untrained . 
They pick up needed supplies . go 
right into the occupied town (where · the 
enemy is looking for them) and make 
many succe:..sful strikes before receiving 
so much as a scraped elbow . Finally , 
the scene in which an old-timer gives 
the boys his teenage niece,s to , "take 
care of' , is Hollywood fantasy at its 
worst . 
The second major contradiction is the 
film has a tendency to glorify war on the 
one hand,  while lamenting and ques­
tioning it on the other . 
We see many scenes that make war 
seem "gloriQ.US'� . For instance , at one � 
point a gf'ot�·"cff American civilians are '----------------------------------------------J 
shown before a firing squad . We· see 
closeups of the Americans during which 
a stereotypical "good ol' boy" squints in 
anticipation of pain . Some try to look 
brave . Some women are crying . An old 
man spits in defiance . The Russian 
commander raises his arm , "ready , 
aim" rat-tat-tat-tat-tat- tat and . . .  it's the 
Wolverines making a dramatic save 
(and the crowd at the theater cheers 
with delight) . 
Unfortunately , the film gets bogged 
down by too many "anti-glorious" 
elements . One character, Danny seems 
to do nothinq but say . "but they're peo-
We're not 
clowning 
around . . .  
C lassif ieds 
get , 
" Red. ' '  
Buzzard Ed . Bldg . 
North Gym 
pie" . 
There's also a lot of crying over lost 
youth . At one point we see Jed, 
Wolverines leader , crying while he 
looks at a picture of his brother and 
himself as young boys . We even see the 
enemy Cuban leader writing a letter to 
his wife saying that it seemed only 
yesterday he was a boy playing in the 
sun . 
This is anti-war stuff , and it doesn't 
mix with the basic glory of war theme . 
Another major problem with Red 
Dawn is there is no real enemy in the 
To the 
authentic 
men of 
OMEGA 
PSI PHI,  
Sweetheart 
candidate 
VELISSE 
AMMONS 
wishes 
you a 
successful 
year 
film;  hence , no real tension . The 
Wolverines receive little re!!istance 
throughout, and often make a clean 
strike , getting awaJ unscathed . And it 
takes about five months before one of 
the highest equipped and trained armies 
in the world gets the brilliant idea of 
hunting down what they know is a small 
group of untrained teenagers . Exciting 
stuff ,  huh? 
Needless to say , the plot of Red 
Dawn is fairly standard and suffers from 
convenient gaps. 
In a way , it 's pointless to review this 
Mark £. Hutti, B.C. 
811d 
SteplJeq L. Hutti, B.C. 
are pleased to announce the opening 
of their new office at 
655 West Lincoln Suite 2 
Charleston, Rlinois 
21 7-348-1450 
film as art . Its cliches . poor graphic ac­
tion . and appeal to popular prejudices 
combined with a muddled . standard 
plot , all point to one thing-box office 
bucks . 
Red Dawn is more than likely just an 
attempt to cash in on the . "We're back 
on track , America , · ·  consciousness that 
has swept the nation . The filmmakers 
are businessmen . not artists . and their 
product is , basically. empty garbage . 
-by Mike Nolan 
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Friday 
3:00 p.m. 
:�y Jones 
15,2o-Scooby Doo 
1 7-Hour Magazine 
3:05 p.m. 
5-Flintstones 
3:30 p.m. 
2-Scooby Doo 
1 2-Mister Rogers 
1 5 ,2o-GiHigan's Island 
1 7-Hour Magazine 
3:35 p.m. 
5-Munsters 
4:00 p.m. 
2-Chartie's Angels 
3-Hart to Hart 
1 C>-Dukes of Hazzard 
1 2-Sesame Street 
1 5, 20-Happy Days Again 
38-Flinstones 
4:05 p.m. 
5-Brady Bunch 
4:30 p.m. 
9-Good Times 
1 5, 20-0ifferent Strokes 
1 7-WKRP in Cincinnati 
38-Bewltched 
4:35 p.m. 
5-Leave It To Beaver 
5:00 p.m. 
2-MASH 
3-Newscope 
9-0ne Day at a Time 
1 o-Entertalnment Tonight 
1 2-Voyage Of The Mimi 
1 5,2o-Jeffersons 
1 7-People's Court 
38-Artfto/ Griffith 
5:05 p.m. 
5-Lucy Show  
5:30 p.m. 
2,3, 1 0, 1 5, 1 7 , 2o-News 
9-Jefferaona 
1 2-Nlghtly 8uaineaS Repor1 
38-Let's Make A Deal 
5:35 tt-m. 
5-Down To Earth 
1:00 p.m. 
2,3, 1 0, 1 5, 1 7  , 2o-News 
9-Samey Miller 
1 2-Mac:Neil, Lehrer 
38-Famlly Feud 
1:05 p.m. 
5-Gomer Pyle, USMC 
1:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 20-Wheel of Fortune 
3-PM Magazine 
9-Benson 
1 o-People's Court 
1 7  , 38-Three's Company 
8:35 p.m. 
5-Baseball. San Diego at 
Atlanta 
7:00 p.m. 
2,  1 5, 20-Bob Hope 
3, 1 O-Dukes of Hazzard 
9-Movie: "The Candidate. "  
( 1 972) Slick, penetrating 
political drama, with Robert 
Redford as an idealistic 
lawyer lured into a dark-horse 
campaign for the Senate. 
1 2-WILL Auction 
1 7 ,38-Benson 
7:30 p.m. 
1 8-Wall Street Week 
1 7 ,38-Webster 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 20-Hunter 
3, 1 0-Dallas 
1 7  ,38-Hawailan Heat 
1:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 2o-Miami Vice 
3, 1 0-Falcon Crest 
9-News 
1 7  ,38-Matt Houston 
1:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
9:35 p.m. 
5-Movie "The Porn Pom 
Gir1s."  ( 1 976) Robert 
Carradine and Jennifer Ashley 
team in a farce about two 
graduating high-school 
couples preoccupied with 
sex, cars, and food. (Time ap­
proximate after baseball) 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2,3 ,  1 0, 1 5, 1 7 ,20-News 
9-WKRP in Cincinnati 
38-Gunsmoke 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5, 20-Tonight 
3-MASH 
9-Cubs Final 
1 0-Movie: "The Adventures 
of Sher1ock Holmes" ( 1 939) 
involves the sleuth (Basil 
Rathbone) in a jewel-theft 
plot. Nigel Bruce, Ida Lupino. 
1 7-Entertainment Tonight 
1 0:45 p.m. 
9-Love Boat 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Movie: "Flight to 
Holocaust." ( 1 977) TV-movie 
about the r ltempt to rescue 
passengers of a light plane 
that crashed into a 
skyscraper. Patrick Wayne, 
Fawne Harr1man. 
1 7 ,38-NiQh11ine 
1 1 :1 5 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2, 1 5,20-Frlday Night Vi� 
1 7-Bamey Miller 
38-ABC Rocks 
1 1 :45 p.m. 
9-Movle: "The Domino Prln· 
clple . "  ( 1 977) Gene Hackman 
is the P!lWll of a sinister in· 
tematlonal organization with 
assassination plans. 
Midnight 
1 7-News 
38-Rawhide 
Saturday 
3:00 p.m. 
1 2-Magic of Water Colors 
3:30 p.m. 
1 2-Motorweek 
4:00 p.m. 
1 2-Movie: "Little Men.'' 
( 1 940) An amiable, un­
pretentious slice of 1 9th· 
century rural Americana, 
loosely based on Louisa May 
Alcott's clasic novel. 
5-College Scoreboard 
4:05 p.m. 
5-Fishin' With Or1ando 
Wilson 
4:30 p.m. 
1 7  ,38-College Football 
4:35 p.m. 
5-Motorweek Illustrated 
5:00 p.m. 
9-High School Crazies 
1 0-Wild Kingdom 
5:05 p.m. 
5-College Scoreboard 
5:1 0 p.m. 
5-Wrestling 
5:30 p.m. 
2-That Nashville Music 
3, 1 0-CBS News 
1 2-5neak Previews 
-campus cllps 
AMA will sponsor a car wash Saturday, Sept. 29 from 9:00 
a.m.  to 3:00 p .m.  at the Marathon station across from Old Main .  
Cars $2 .00, Trucks and vans $2 . 50.  
American Society for Personnel Administration will hold a 4 
O'Clock Club Friday, Sept. 28 in Ike's Basement. All members 
and interested people are welcome. 
Campus Clips are published daily, free of charge, as a public ser­
vice to the campus. Clips should be submitted to The Dally 
Eastern News - office two business days before date to be 
published (or date of event) . Information should include event, 
name of spansoring organization (spelled out - no Greek letter 
abbreviations) , date, time and place of event, plus any other per­
tinent information. Name and phone number of submitter must be 
included. Clips containing conflicting or confusing information will 
not be run if submitter cannot be contacted. Clips will be edited for 
space available. Clips submitted after 9:00 a.m. of deadline day 
cannot be guaranteed publication. Clips will be run one day only 
for any event. No clips will be taken by phone. 
1 5, 20-News 
1 7-ln Focus 
8:00 p.m. 
2,3,  1 o-News 
5-College Scoreboard 
9-Puttin' On The Hits 
1 2-WILL Auction 
1 5, 20-Hee Haw 
1 7--Greatest American Hero 
38-Solid Gold 
8:05 p.m. 
5-Wrestling 
8:30 p.m. 
2-Wheel of Fortune 
3-More Real People 
9-At The Movies 
1 0-Lorne Greene's New 
Wilderness 
8:35 p.m. 
5-Baseball :  San Diego at 
Atlanta 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 20-Different Strokes 
3, 1 0-Airwolf 
9-Movie: "Top Secret . " · 
( 1 978) TV-movie with Bill 
Cosby and Tracy Reed as 
American agents in Italy trying 
to recover 1 00 pounds of 
stolen plutonium. 
1 7  ,38-Love Boat 
7:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 2o-Gimme A Break 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 20-Partners in Crime 
3,  1 0-Mickey Spillane's Mike 
Hammer · 
1:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Hot Pursuit 
3, 1 O-COver Up 
9-News 
1 7  , 38-Finder of Lost Loves 
1:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
1:35 p.m. 
5-Rat Patrol 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 ,3, 1 0, 1 5, 1 7 , 2o-News 
9-Twllight Zone 
38-Video Plus 
1 0:05 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks Chartbusters 
1 0:1 5 p.m. 
1 7-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 2o-Saturday Night Live 
3-Movie: "Play Misty for 
Me. "  ( 1 97 1 )  Clint Eastwood 
plays a disc jockey whose 
most ardent fan is a 
dangerous psychotic (Jessica 
Walters) . 
9-Cubs Final 
1 0-Benny Hill 
1 7-Solid Gold 
3S-:.Movie: "Night of the 
Cobra Woman. "  ( 1 972) 
Phillipine locatins highlight this 
horror yam about an American 
biology student's search for a 
legendary five-ring cobra. 
1 0:45 p.m. 
-Llfntyln of the Rich And 
Famous 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
1 0-Tales from the Darkside 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
1 O,  1 7-Entertainment This 
Week 
1 3-Solid Gold 
1 1 :45 p.m. 
9-Twilight Zone 
Midnight 
2-Amerlca's Top 1 0  
1 5 ,2o-Rock-N·Amerlca 
38-Solid Gold 
Su nday 
2:00 p.m. 
1 2--Great Chefs of San Fran-
Daytime Soap 
Eve�one 
l<no\JS +hat 
ChQne\\e'S 
Speo\<.ers 
were s'\olen � 
Cr�ord Puzzle 
59 W . C . T . U .  
members 
60 Hebrew lyre 
10 Levees 
11 Ade book : 1896 
12 -- share 
13 Ameliorate 
37 Metalworker's 
milieu 
1 
ACROSS 
1 Soapstone 
5 -- now 
(tGday) 
9 Sacred song 
14 Exchange 
DOWN 18 L-P connection 21 Pertaining to 
39 Olympics 
contestant , 
e .g .  
42 Reached home 
43 " . . .  to -­
pail of water" 
44 Friar Tuck's 
premium 
15 Fillet 
16 Home on high 
17 Introductions 
19 Start of a 
Williams title 
20 Come close to 
lawbreaking 
22 Modernist 
1 Bugle call 
2 Pearl Mosque 
city 
3 Ambush 
4 Supplied fuel to 
a steamer 
5 F rench 
novelist -­
Prevost 
blood 
25 Eulogize 
26 Composer of 
" Rule, 
B ritannia" 
27 Tenon's 
complement 
28 "-.- !  poo�. 
Yonek . . .  
30 Outdistance 
32 G hosts , in . 
. cudgel 
45 Blanched 
47 Distinctive 
time 
48 Stuttering 
comedian 
Roscoe 
49 Allot 23 Casanova, for one 
24 Loser to 
H . C . H .  
2 5  Role i n  " The 
Green 
Pastures" 
27 Noxious 
6 Tanning place 
7 �'-- leads to 
London " :  
Masefield 
8 Role in 
" Gunsmoke" 
9 Stric k 
haunted casas 
33 Adolf's refusal 
34 Dagg.:r nf yore 
36 Hanging 
50 Chemical 
suffixes 
51 Office note 
52 W . German 
river 
29 Macaw 
30 Stentorian 
31 Steve and Fred 
35 Consistent 
37 Persistent 
also-ran 
38 Abominate 
39 Author 
Kingsley 
40 Jay's cousin 
4 1  Subject to 
earthquakes 
43 Amerce 
44 -- on 
(suppressed ) 
46 Begone ! 
47 Ending with 
musket 
48 :-.lot now -
later, perhaps 
53 Western lake 
54 Played anew 
55 Blessed -
56 Seine tributary 
57 Actor C ronyn 
58 Import 
Cisco 
2:30 p.m. 
2-NFL '84 
1 2-0uilting 
3:00 p.m. 
2-NFL Pro Magazine 
3, 1 o-NFL Football: Detroit 
Lions at San Diego Chargers. 
1 2-Woodwright's Shop 
1 5, 20-Andy Griffith 
3:30 p.m. 
2-SUper Chargers 
1 2-New This Old House 
1 5, 2Q-Commercial File 
1 7-0ne Day At A Time 
38-Marshal Dillon 
4:00 p.m. 
2-lndiana Outdoors 
1 2-Victory Garden 
1 3-Greatest American Hero 
1 5, 2<>-Ghetto Ten 
1 7-This Week in Country 
Music 
38-Hardy Boys/Nancy Drew 
4:05 p.m. 
5-Cimarron Strip 
4:30 p.m. 
2-Drag Racing 
9-Movie: "Night Passage." 
( 1 957) James Stewart and 
Audie Murphy portray 
brothers on opposite sides of 
the law. A good one. 
1 2-Everyday Cooking With 
Jacques Pepin 
1 5, 20-Fit or Fat Test 
1 7-ln Due Defense 
5:00 p.m. 
1 2-Wild America 
1 3-Switch 
1 5, 20-Too Close For Com· 
fort 
1 7 ,38-Fame 
5:30 p.m. 
1 2-Wildlife Safari 
2 ,  1 5 , 20-News 
5:35 p.m. 
5-Wild, Wild Wor1d of 
decoratior. ;; 
See page 1 5  of News for answers 
Animals 
1:00 p.m •. 
2 ,  1 5, 2o-5ilver Spoons 
3, 1 Q-60 Minutes 
1 2-Austln City Limits 
1 7 .38-Rlpley's Believe It or 
Not! 
8:05 p.m. 
4-Wrestling 
8:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2o-Punky Brewster 
9-Windy City Celebration 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 20-Knight Rider 
3, 1 0-Murder, She Wrote 
1 2-Nature 
1 7  ,38-Hardcastle & Mc· 
Cormick 
7:05 p.m. 
5-Movie: "Death of a Gun· 
fighter."  ( 1 969) A tough mar­
shal (Richard Widmark) vs. 
community leaders. 
8:00 p.m. 
9-Fish 
1 2-Masterpiece Theatre 
1 3-Julio Iglesias in 
Jerusalem 
1 7  ,38-Movie: James Gamer 
and Mary Tyler Moore In 
"Heartsounds."  
8:30 p.m. 
9-0dd Couple 
1:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2o-Pllot: Orson Welles 
hoSts a pair of mysteries: 1 . 
"Scene of the Crime" centers 
on the murder of a br1de 
(Martde Post) on her wedding 
night. 2. In "The Babysitter," 
a young gir1 (PriscUla Weems) 
receives a special birthday 
"gift" that allows her to tum 
the tables on her tormenting 
babysitter (Isabel Walker) . 
3, 1 0-Trapper John, M.D.  
9-News 
1 2-All Creatures Great and 
Small 
t:GI p.m. 
5-Sports Page 
1:30 p.m. 
9-INN News . 1 ,,-.� 
• t:U-p.m.' ·, . 
5-Day of OiscoVery 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5, 1 7 , 2o-News 
9-Tales from the Darkside 
1 2-Monty Python's Flying 
Circus 
1 0:05 p.m. 
5-Jerry Falwell 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2-This Week In Country 
Music 
3-Star Trek 
9-Cubs Final 
1 2-lllinois Press 
1 5 , 2o-Movie: "The Users." 
( 1 978) TV-movie based on 
Joyce Haber's best seller 
about Hollywood's social clim· 
bers and power seekers. 
1 7-News 
1 0:45 p.m. 
9-Lou Grant 
1 7-ABC News 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
2-Music City U . S.A. 
1 0-Star Trek 
1 7-Taking Advantage 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
5-0pen Up 
· 1 1 :30 p.m. 
2-Movin' On 
1 7-This Week In Country 
Music 
1 1 :45 p.m. 
�Movie: "Dark Passage." 
( 1 94 7) Humphrey Bogart 
escapes prison to track down 
the real murderer of his wife, 
and is aided by Lauren Bacall .  
Midnight 
1 0-Taking Advantage 
8 
i ... 
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Fitting iJ?.to jeans is painful experience 
! I don't know why I agreed to lift · 
z weights with a friend of mine the other ! day .  The words, "Sure , why not ,"  just 
: seemed to slip out my mouth before I 
w � could stop them.  ;! Perhaps I agreed because I have this . 
.! foolish hope that someday , I too, will be 
!:: the possessor of an adonis-like body (or 
& at least a reasonable facsimile) that fits :! into a pair of jeans like a hand-in-glove . . 
,! Although it's nice to think about being 
1- the owner of such a body,  the act of 
achieving it is pure agony.  
Fortunately , I was late for my ap­
pointment, so I didn't have the pleasure 
of inflicting torture upon myself. 
And what torture it is! As you near the 
weightroom the first sounds you hear 
are shrieks of, "pain . . .  pain!" One 
almost expects to see Eastern students , 1 
shackled in chains, being whipped by a 
• cackling man dressed in black.  
But that's not the case . Entering the 
room you see men and women grunting 
and struggling to lift obnoxiously heavy 
weights . Their once happy faces are 
now sweat streaked and sporting the 
fashionable grimace . 
"Why, "  I "lsk myself, "would anyone 
want to suffer like this?" I decide that it's 
a plot. A diabolically clever plot that is 
either devised by people who enjoy 
kicking sand in others' faces or by the 
manufacturers of tight designer jeans . 
I. 
�J"'"'' 
( tlt.J 
Yes , it's these same muscular people 
who take one look at me entering the L--------------------------..:., __
___ ....;;;.... ___ ..;... __ __. 
weightroom and nudge each other with 
their beefy elbows . "No pain . . .  no gain , "  
they chorttle a t  m e  with Peter Lorri- like 
yqices �s they walk past me -0n-campus 
sporting a new pair of jeans . 
But can their bodies be attributed to 
weight- lifting? I 'm somewhat skeptical . 
After all , I lifted for an entire two weeks 
once with no improvement. Of course , 
it's tough to improve a near-perfect 
body like mine (yukity-yuk) . 
Avid weight-lifters are quick to point 
out that two weeks is hardly long 
enough to make any improvements .  
These are probably the same ones who 
screamed , "You can do it!" in my ear as 
I struggled to keep the heavy weight I 
was wimpishly trying to keep from 
crushing my skeletal structure . 
No thanks . My body just can't take 
that type of agony, no matter the 
reason . I guess weight-lifting isn't for 
rrie.  Out the window go my hopes of 
having my jeans fit like a pair of gloves.  
I guess about the only type of torture 
I'm capable of is lifting an ice cold bottle 
of beer and a slice of pizza . 
-by Joh n  Best 
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Ban ks named 
honorary player 
for 1 984 Cubs 
CHICAGO (AP)-Hall of  
Farner Ernie Banks has been 
named an honorary member of the 
1 984 Chi<JilgO Cubs and will sit on 
the bench during the National 
League Championship Series 
against San Diego next week, the 
club announced Thursday. 
General manager Dallas Green 
also said announcement of the 
Cubs' final 25-man post-season 
roster , expected Thursday, . had 
been delayed until Friday. 
Green said Manager Jim Frey 
wants to personally inform the 
three players , who are being cut, 
about his decision . 
" He wants to look them eye-to­
eye and talk to them . That ' s  his 
style , ' '  Green said. 
regular season games aginst St . 
Louis starting Friday. 
Banks, 53 ,  said he was "ex­
tremely happy, proud and 
honored" to be made a member of 
the division championship team . 
He played for the Cubs from 1 953 
to 1 97 1 ,  but never participated in 
the World Series or the playoffs . 
The Cubs' last t itle team was in 
1 945 . 
" I  stand here representing 39 
years of Cub players who didn't  
have an opportunity to be on a 
championship team, and millions 
and millions of fans who suffered 
during that time," Banks said. 
team and member of baseball's 
Hall of Fame, will throw out the 
first ball before Wednesday's 
second playoff game. 
"We haven't forgotten the 
people who helped build this 
organization ,"  Green said . "He 
will be suited up and on the field. ' '  
H e  said the commissioner�s of­
fice and the San Diego Padres 
management had agreed that 
Banks could sit on the bench and 
be on the field during warmups . 
"The temptation will be great if 
we get into trouble to run him out 
there (inot the game), but they 
won't  allow that , "  Green joked. 
Fri day'·s 
The Cubs had an off day Thur­
sday, and play their three final 
He will throw out the first ball 
before the first game of the cham­
pionship series Tuesday, Green 
said. Long-time sportscaster Jack 
Brickhouse, a vice-president of the 
Banks said becoming an 
honorary member _of the 1 984 team 
was a greater honor than being 
elected to the Hall of Fame in 
1 977, the first year he was eligible. 
ember 28,  1 984 
� 
Eastern quarterback Sean Payton throws a pass The Panthers, and their potent passing attack, wil l  
uring the Northeast Missouri State game (Sept . 1 5 )  play Ferris State at 1 : 30 p . m .  Saturday at O'.Brien 
om what seems to be the bottom of a human wave. Stadium. (News photo by Kelly Huff) • 
ome at last 
Injury-riddled Eastern hosts Ferris State 
Jeff 'Long 
Aaah . . .  home sweet home. Af­
playing three of their first foµr 
es this season on the road , 
stem's football Panthers will 
ally get a reprieve Saturday 
hen they host Ferris State at 1 : 30 
m. at O'Brien Stadium . 
It will be the first of three con­
utive home games for the Pan-. 
ers,  and coming off a 38- 1 7  bat­
ring at Toledo, the injury­
ligned gridders are ready for a 
mestand. 
"It will be nice to stay at home 
r a few weeks , "  Eastern head 
ch Al Molde said . "We're 
cky in that the injuries we've 
fferred haven't  been in our 
eakest areas, and we haven't  had 
many season-ending injuries . 
e're just banged up and need to· 
at home to heal . "  
Eastern, 2-2, will be up against 
e of the weaker teams on its 
hedule . Ferris State enters 
turday' s game with a 1 .-2 
ord, but its two losses have 
n blowouts. 
The Bulldogs opened their 
season with a 6-5 win over 
Kalamazoo, but were bombed by 
Central State 50-6 and Indiana 
Central 47-0 in their last two 
games . 
But despite the fact that Eastern 
will b_e the prohibitive favorite 
Saturday, Molde said his squad 
will not be taking the Bulldogs 
lightly. 
" I  think there's  enough eviden­
ce in football today that any team 
can beat another on any given 
day-there are upsets every fall, ' '  
Molde said . "We want t o  play 
well anq not look bad execution­
wise in front of the home fans. ' '  
" We have a goal ,"  h e  con­
tinued, " and that is to win these 
next three home games so we can 
go back on the road with a 5-2 
record. "  
Molde said one o f  the Panther' s  
objectives will be  to  bolster the 
running game, which has been 
almost non-existent in the early 
season . The Panthers are 
averaging just 52.2 yards rushing 
while the passing attack has ac­
counted for 347 .2 yards per game. 
However , injuries to running 
backs Bernard Holland and Roy 
Ellis have decimated the Panther 
running corps.  
"We are not a balanced team 
right now,"  Molde said. "95 per­
cent of our offense is through the 
air . We are working on ways in 
which we can become more balan­
ced, but will continue to em-
, phasize the pass since that is what 
we do best . "  
The Panthers aerial attack is 
currently ranked third in NCAA 
I-AA figures. Saturday, they will 
be gunning for their fifth straight 
game passing for over 300 yards. 
However, Molde expects the 
Bulldogs to blitz quite a bit defen­
sively. 
Last time Eastern faced a blit­
zing t_eam, Northeast Missouri , 
quarterback Sean Payton was 
sacked 1 2  times . That was over­
shadowed, however, in that the 
Panthers set a school passing 
record of 4 1 2  yards . 
9 
· 'Texas -bound ' 
Spi kers anxiou� 
for Rice Classic 
by Joseph A.nglum 
Eastern ' s  women's  volleyball squad, traveling to 
the Lone Star State of Texas , will be participating 
Friday and Saturday in the pestigious Rice University 
Classic at Houston . 
The Panthers , currently riding a three-game win 
streak, will open play at 2 p.m.  Friday against the 
host Owls . 
However, second-year head coach Betty Ralston 
said she is anxious about the tournament , but added 
that the Panthers know virtually nothing about any 
of the teams they ' ll be facing .. 
"We've never played any of these teams before," 
Ralston said. "We match up good heighth-wise, but 
I ' m  not quite sure what to expect . "  
Eastern continues play o n  Friday against Texas 
Tech at 3 :45 p .m.  and National Association of In­
tercollegiate Athletics member Southwestern Texas 
at 7 : 1 5  p .m.  
The schedule has the Panthers playing virtually 
three back-to-back matches . 
" I ' m  looking for a good tournament down in 
Houston, "  Ralston said. " I  think we'll be real com­
petitive, and we should surprise some people. "  · 
Tournament action continues on Saturday when 
Eastern plays . NAIA member Texas Luthern at 9 
a .m.  and the University of New Orleans at 10:45 a .m.  
Should the Panthers come out as  one of the top 
two teams, they will play for the tournament cham­
pionsh_ip at 4 p .m.  
Texas i s  currently rated as  the third-best recruiting 
area in the nation behind California and Illinois.  
Ralston feels that eventhough they are playing two 
NAIA schools , that the quality of the competition 
will be very high . 
" I  don't mean they're (NAIA members South­
western and Texas Luthern) nothing teams, "  Ralston 
said. "The Texas high school teams are very good 
and they just flow into the Texas universities . 
The Panthers currently leads the Gateway 
Collegiate Athletic Conference with a .288 attack 
percentage. 
Sophomore standout Maura LeFevour leads the 
club in several catagories , including 1 28 total kills .  
-
Inside 
Home games 
The Daily Eastern News and some of the lochl 
advertisers have something special for all the 
Panther's -toolbal� fans. A special section in the 
paper explaining the who's, why's an·d what-tor's 
of this Saturday's football game against Ferris 
State. 
See pages 1 2 and 1 3  i 
. 
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Sophomore mid-fielder Matt Garn.ache trys to get around a defender in a recent 
soccer game. The Booters face two tough games this weekend , playing Wiscon-
sin and the Air Force Academy. (News photo by Kelly J. Huff) 
· 
Booters hope to knock off 
two regional powerhouses 
by Brent Feeney 
This weekend, the soccer Panthers 
have two tough tests in store for them. 
Friday, they will travel to Camp Ran­
dall Stadium in Madison, Wis . for a 
match against the Badgers, then come 
home Sunday afternoon to take on the 
Falcons of the Air Force Academy. 
"We're coming into this weekend's  
games pretty healthy, "  Panther coach 
Cizo Mosnia said . "Both teams are 
very tough in our region (the Midwest) , 
and if we could beat them, we might 
get a top-three Midwest ranking. "  
The hot player for the Panthers 
lately has been junior forward Neil 
Swindells, who scored three times last 
Sunday . in a 6- 1 romp over Quincy 
College. For his efforts, 'Swindells was 
named Budweiser' s  "Player of the 
Week" . 
For his part, Air Force coach Luis 
Sagastume is optimistic about his 
Falcons. "We've had an up and down 
season, "  Sagastume said. "Our 
schedule is very interesting in that 
we've had tough opposition at the 
start , but we've had some good efforts . 
We had a 1 - 1  tie against San Francisco 
and a 3-3 tie recently against North 
Texas State. " 
The Falcons, in addition to playing 
the Panthers Sunday, will be facing 
Illinois State this weekend, which 
defeated Eastern 1 -0 over Labor Day 
weekend. They will start four seniors 
and four juniors . 
"We are really looking forward to 
playing Illinois State and Eastern 
Illinois this weekend, "  Sagastume 
said. "They're both very fine teams, 
and this weekend is going to be a very 
big trip for us . We hope to do well . "  
For his part, Mosnia will b e  hoping 
for another fine team effort from the 
Panthers like he had last weekend. 
"We'll be hoping for another great 
effort , "  Mosnia said. "We'll be 
looking not only to this weekend, but 
next weekend, when we play in the 
Illinois Governor' s Cup. If we can win 
that one next week, we might be ableto 
get a national top 20 spot . That would 
be really nice . "  
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CHARLISTOll 
Fl.IA MARKIT 
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Southwest corner, Lincoln and University 
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l>e stoops ta t.elp the handicapped. · ·  
CAESARS DELIVERS 
345·28�� 
PIZZA•SANDWICHES•SPAGHETTI and SALADS 
DELIVERY PRICES 
PIZZA , LG. SM. 
1 ingredi ent �7 .55 
2 ing red ie nts 8.35 
3 ing red ients 9. 1 5 
4 ing red ie nts 9.95 
Super Six 1 0.2 5 
$5 .50 
6 . 1 5 
6.60. 
7.55 
7 .7 5  
POO RBOY, STROMBO LI & TEXAS BBQ $3.50 
ITALIAN BEEF & SPAG H ETTI $3.30 
LG .  SALAD $2.25 SM. SALAD $ 1  .00 �- - - - -- - - - - - - - 1- ----------- --i 504 off !S1 .00off: : on any small • on any large I 
I pizza I pizza I 
I I I 
I I I 
Find Sales 
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in the 
Dally Eastern News 
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; ., 
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core board 
New England 2 2 78 94 
FoOlb• lndllnapolia 1 3 89 1 22 Eluflalo 0 4 27 1 07 Sports log  
Central 
NFL w Plttal>IA'gh 2 
Natlonal Conference Cleveland 1 
East Cincinnati 0 
w L f>F PA Houston 0 
L PF 
2 84 
3 5 1  
4 78 
4 59 
PA 
88 
87 
1 1 4  
1 32 
FRIDAY 
GOLF-Eastern at Indiana State-Evansville lnvitatiOnal, 
Evansville, Ind. 
SOCCER-Eastern at Wisconsin 
N.Y. Giants 3 1 87 78 W•t Dellas 3 1 70 84 
VOLLEYBALL-Eastern at Rice University Tournament 
w L PF PA ll loula 2 2 1 1 8 .. 
Washington 2 2 1 04 98 L.A. Raldera 4 0 1 0 7  7 1  SPORTS ON RADIO AND TV 
Phladelphla 1 3 72 89 SeetUe Denver 
Central San Dlego  
3 1 
3 1 
2 2 
1 25 
85 
1 28 
84 
58 
9 1  
PRO BASEBALL-St. Louis cardinals at Chicago Cubs, 
WGN·AM (720).and WGN-TV (Channel 9) , 1 :20 p.m.  
w L PF PA 
Chicago 3 1 79 59 
Kansas City 2 2 84 
Sunday's r•ults 
92 Chicago White Sox at Seattle, WMAO·AM (670), 9 :35 
p.m.  
Minnesota 2 2 
Detrott 3 
Green Bay 3 
88 1 09 
99 1 04 
44 80 
SeatUe 38, Chicago 9 
New Orleans 34, St. Louis 24 
SATURDAY 
FOOTBALL-Ferris State at Eastern, 1 :30 p.m.  
Tampa Bay 3 82 85 
West 
Atlanta 42, Houston 1 0  
L.A. Rams 24, Cincinnati 1 4  
Minnesota 29,  Detroit 28 
N. Y .  Jets 28, Buffalo 28 
MEN 'S CROSS COUNTRY-Eastern at I llinois Invitational 
WOMEN 'S CROSS COUNTRY-Eastern at Ill inois In­
vitational 
w L PF PA 
San Francisco 4 0 1 1 8 87 Cleveland 20, Pittsburgh 1 o 
VOLLEYBALL-Eastern at Rice University Tournament 
Atlanta San Francisco 2 1  , Philadelphia 9 2 2 1 22 92 
New Orleans 2 2 99 1 03 Washington 28,  New England 1 O Denver 2 1  , Kansas City O 
SPORTS ON RADIO AND TV 
L.A. Rams 2 2 7 1  7 5  
American Conference 
Dallas 20, Green Bay 8 
Miami 44, Indianapolis 7 
PRO BASEBALL-St. Louis Cardinals at Chicago Cubs; 
WGN-AM (720) and WGN-TV (Channel 9) , 2 : 20 p .m .  
Chicago White Sox a t  Seattle, WMAQ-AM (670) ,  9 :05 East N. Y.  Giants 1 7 , Tampa Bay 1 4  
w L PF PA Monday's game p .m .  
. 
Miami 4 0 1 28 48 L.A. Raiders 33, San Diego 30 
N.Y.  Jets • 3 1 1 1  86 
c·ross country teams set , 
I l l i no is Invitat ional awaits 
b y  Dan Verdun 
Inj uries may hamper Eastern 's  cross 
country performances this Saturday in 
the Illinois Invitational . 
Eastern ' s  men ' s  team will be without 
the services of senior Bruce DeRuntz . 
The Granite City North product hurt 
his back in la:st weekend ' s  grueling 
Midwest Collegiate Championship . 
The Panthers' Aaron Shepley may 
also miss the meet due to a damaged 
quadricep . The two-time letterman 's  
running status won 't  be  known until 
Friday afternoon.  
" I ' m  not  overly concerned (about 
the inj uries) , "  men ' s  assisant coach 
Tom Akers said.  " We have guys ready 
to step up and take over . ' '  
The runners who are expected to 
pick up the slack are j unior Dan 
Newman , sophomore Mike Madix and 
freshman Jeff Armstrong, who was 
brought up from the j unior varsity 
team due to DeRuntz ' s  inj ury. 
coach Dan Lowery said .  
Should Paul be sidelined , she would 
join sophomore Penni Lammon on the 
Lady Panthers ' disabled list . In­
flamation is stil l  evident in Lammon ' s  
inj ured foot ,  and she probably won ' t  
r u n  again until October . 
Despite these two key blows , Lowery 
remains optimistic toward the race. 
" I ' d  really like to finish in the upper 
half (of the final standings) , "  Lowery 
said.  
However , that task will  be quite dif­
. ficult because of the strong com­
petition at the race. 
GCAC rival Illinois State is expected 
to run away with the meet . Strong run­
ning squads from Illinois ,  Minnesota, 
Nebraska and Bradley will also con­
tend for the title. 
" Most of those teams are very ex­
perienced and built around j uniors and 
seniors , "  Lowery said.  
Lowery expects ea,ch Eastern runner 
to cut down her time in this race. HELP! 
• • 
eport scores to 581-2812 
Nlltlonal L•gue 
Ea a tern Olvlalon · 
W L Pct. GB 
x-Chlcago 94 14 .595 
New York 89 70 . 560 5 %  
S l  Louie 83 · 79 .522 1 1  � 
Philadelphia 81 78 . 509 1 3 Y1 
Montreal 78 · 82 .480 1 8  
Pittsburgh 7 2  8 7  . 453 2 2 % . 
Wntarn Dlvlalon 
x-San Diego 90 69 . 566 -
Atlanta 79 · 79 . 500 1 OY1 
Houston 79 80 .497 1 1  
Los Angeles 76 83 .478 1 4  
Cincinnati 6 7  9 1  .424 2 2 �; 
San Franc. 66 · 93 . 4 1 5 24 
x-cllnchad division tltla 
Thursday's  results 
Montreal 6, St. Louis 3 
Atlanta at Cincinnati , n  
Friday's games 
St. Louis at Chicago 
New York at Montreal , n  
Houston at Cincinnati , n  
Sa n  Diego at Atlanta,n  
ot  Los Angeles, n  
Pittsburgh a t  Philadelphia, n 
San Francisco at Los Angeles . n  
American L•gue 
x-Oetroit 
Toronto 
. New York 
Boston 
Baltimore 
Cleveland 
Milwaukee 
E.atem DIYlalon . 
W L Pct. GB 
1 02 58 .848 -
88 71 • . 553 1 4% 
85 73 .538 1 7  
84 74 . 532 1 8  
83 75 . 525 1 9  
7 1  8 7  .449 3 1  
85 93 . 4 1 1 37 
Waatarn Dlvlal!ln 
Kansas City 83 7 6 · . 522 
Minnesota 8 1  7 7  . 5 1 3  1 % 
Calffornla 79 79 . 500 3% 
Oakland 75 84 .472 8 
Chicago 73 95 .412 9� · 
SeatUe 71 87 .449 1 1  •;, 
Texas 67 90 .427 1 5  
x-cllnchad dlvlalon !Illa 
Thursday's results 
Calffomia at Texas,n 
Minnesota at  Cleveland,n 
Detroit at New York,n 
Baltimore at Boston. n  
· Friday's  games 
Minnesota at Cleveland. n 
Baltimore at Boston,n 
Detroit at New York , n  
Toronto a t  Milwaukee. n  
Calffomia at Texas . n  
Chicago a t  Seattte, n  
Kansas City a t  Oakland . n  
The Panthers will also count on 
strong showings from top performers 
Nick Whiteside, Scott Pillsbury, Dale 
Righter and Scott Tracy. 
Pillsbury, who is coming off his best 
race of the season, appears to be hit­
ting his stride as one of the Panthers'  
top harriers . 
" Everybody should cut about 10 
seconds off, with some of our better 
runners losing 15-20 seconds , "  Lowery 
said.  
Wide receiver Jeff Musgray tries to avoid a potential tackler in the Northeast 
M issouri State game . The Panthers wil l  try to up their record to 3-2 ' Saturday 
when they host Ferris State. (News photo by Sam Paisley) 
"One race never makes a season ,  but 
I'm confident in Scott , ' '  Akers said . 
"He usually hits stride in mid-season 
and peaks at the end . "  
Akers said he would b e  very happy i f  
Eastern finished in the top five o f  the 
invitational . 
" The ·team that gets five solid per­
formances will win the meet , "  Akers 
said. 
The teams expected to challenge for 
the title include host . Illinois, Illinois 
State, Purdue, Western Michigan and 
Division II powerhouse Indiana State­
Evansville .  
Other competitors of interest are 
Mid-Continent rival Western Illinois,  
intra-state foe Bradley and Indiana 
University. 
On the women's side, an injury to 
earn captain Teresa Paul could 
revent Eastern's women from a high 
mish in the nine-team field. 
Paul, who spent a majority of the 
1983 season sidelined by various in­
uries , will be x-rayed Friday to deter­
ine if she has a hairline fracture in the 
atella of her lower leg . 
" It will definitely be tough to lo�e 
er because she's an important link , "  
. ' , 
.l \ 
The new police recruits. 
Call them slobs. 
Call them jerks. 
Call them gross. 
Just don't call them 
when you're in trouble. 
PfDJHJCI AlCAlDlJDtY 
What an Institution! 
TONIGHT! 
6:30 & 9:00 P.M. 
GRAN D . 
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ea tu ring 
Mexican and 
American Food 
• Salad Bar • Beer 
• Italian Beef • Wine 
•Sandwiches • Wine Margaritas 
5 1 3  7th St. 1 700 Rudy 
E. Side of Square Mattoon 
. 3 4 5 - 2 2 2 3  234-4535 
Mon. -Thurs. 1 Oam-9pm 
Fri . - Sat . 1 Oam- 1 Opm • Closed Sunday 
1 �  SWEETHEART 
ROSE SPECIAL 
Sweetheart Roses $1 299  a doz e n  � and get the second dozen fo r j u st ,\.; . . a PENNY!! 
NOBLE FLO E S OP 345-7007, 
5th & Jefferson , One Block North of Post Office 
1Ui.t�  
MEXICAN. FOOD 
Sol)p and Sandwic.hes 
. BREAKFAST 
250 Lincoln • 1 Olock West of Co m pus • (345-742 7)  
- - - - - - ­.-Co.po• IF'-. 
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When the Bulldogs 
What to expect:F 
self in a tough situa 
The Bulldogs, 1 -2, 
rough go of things · 
After def eating 
a baseball score of 
took consecutive ha ve the ball • • •  tral State (OH), w 
favorites to win the 
pionship, 50-6, and 
tral by a 47-0 
Eastern, Ferris Sta 
process ,  only the B 
on an 0-9 slate from 
Panthers are coming 
season. Ferris State's 
rebuilding is eviden 
their roster of 48 p 
freshmen and only ti 
day's contest will be t 
straight road games 
Ferrla s .. te OffenM e.atern Hllnola Defen .. 
22 J .  Lewis . . . . . . . . .  WR 85 T. Moskal . . . . . . . . .  LT 
85 S. Alward . . . . . . . . .  TE 71 D. Magro . . . . . . . . . NG -
77 S. Johnson . . . . . . . .  RT 77 R. Harms . . . . . . . . .  RT 
76 A. WelHng . ; . . . . . .  AG 58 A. Jennings . . . . . .  SSS -
55 A. Hawrlng . . . . . . . . .  C 44 T. Covington . . . . . .  ILB 
73 J. Bennett . . . . . . . . LG 50 R.  OeVlta . . . . . . . . . ILB 
72 B. Baltoslewich . . . . .  LT 1 9  J. Moore . . . . . . . .  WSB 
2 1  C .  Floyd . . . . . . . . .  WR 26 J. Jackson . . . . . . .  LCB 
1 2  S. Plotraczk . . . . . . .  QB 5 J. Boyd . . . . . . . . .  RCB 
33 L. Pree . . . . . . . . . .  HB 22 D. Fallon . . . . . . . . .  SS 
82 S. Wawro· . . . . . . . . .  FB 4 R. Drew . . . . . . . . . .  FS 
Folio win 
Ferris State 6, Kalamazoo 
Central State (OH) 50,  Ferris 
Indiana Central 4 7, Ferris S 
Sept. 29 . . . . . . . . . . at East 
Oct. 6 · . . . . . . . . . . . at Sagi 
9 Mark Burt, LB 28 
1 1  John Bielis, SS 3 1  
1 2  Steve Piotraczk, Q B  33 
1 5  Dave Oenbraber, QB 35 
1 7 Larry Blockett, CB 3 7 
20 Dave Bonofiglio, SS 39 
2 1  Chris Floyd, WR 44 
22 John Lewis, WR 46 
23 Greg Harris, CB 49 
25 John Konchel, CB 52 
27 William Askew, DE 53 
2 Roy Banks, WR 23 
3 Darryl Powell ,  DB ·24 
4 .Reggie Drew, FS 25 
5 James Boyd, CB 26 
6 Eric Landstrom, FS 30 
8 Gary Scott, QB 3 1 
9 Jerry Wright, SE 32 
1 0  John Rafferty, QB 33 
1 1  Pat C&rroll, QB 35 
1 2  Scott Johnson, QB-P 36 
1 4 Brian Newby, CB 38 
1 5  Scott Sanderson, TE 39 
1 8  Sean Payton , QB 40 
1 9  Jon Moore, LB 4 1  
- 2 0  DuWayne Pitts, H B  42 
21 Calvin Pierce, FB 44 
22 Dan Fallon ,  SS 45 
Eastern 3 5 ,  Grand Valley 
Indiana State 24 , East 
Eastern 33,  Northeast M' 
To ledo 38,  Eastem. 1 
Sept. 29 , . . . , . , . . .  , , . .  F 
Oct. 6 . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
Panther Update . 
What to expect: Eastern Illinois en­
ters its second home game of the 
season with a 2-2 record. To date, the 
Panthers are 25-2 at home over the last 
four years. The two losses-in 1982 
and 1983 to Indiana State, a 24- 17 win­
ner over the Panthers three w�eks 
ago-were the teams' only two home 
setbacks . Last years' team lost several 
key personel to graduation, including 
running back Kevin Staple, and more 
recently, players have been lost to in­
juries . Despite the drawbacks, Eastern 
coach Al Molde and the Panthers have , 
been optimistic . A few of the players 
even said 't the beginning , ,f the season 
they fig1 d th.e � mthers would win 
the cont l"ence, e ,  '.l thougl: coaches, 
sports i nformatk1.i directors and 
athletic (' ,  ectors f;,nn the four schools 
picked thei.. to finish third. The Pan-
thers are coming off a 38- 17  
Toledo University which 
biggest losing margin for the 
since Eastern lost at Northern 
198 1  by the same score. "We 
banged up and bruised pretty 
have a lot of soreness al)d inj 
we need to be home so we 
up, " Molde said. 
Who to watch: Even 
linebacker Tyrone Covl 
playing with minor injuri 
should prove to be the force 
defense. He currently leads the 
tackles with 63 , and has been 
the team's defensive player of 
the last three games . Wide 
Jerry Wright leads the team 
catches (30), is 60 catches a 
the all-tiJile record (164) and J 
shy from another 1 1-y� 
dogs, something any coach with a 
g team dreads. Senior quar­
ck Steve Piotraczk, who owns 1 2  
I passing records and 2,098 career 
'ng yards, has struggled this year , 
g on only 36 percent of his passes 
1 87 yards . Consequently, freshman 
e DeBraber will get the starting call 
rday against Eastern. DeBraber 
fared somewhat _better, hitting 32 
65 for 3 1 5  yards and one touch-
n. The Bulldogs employ a similar 
nse to Eastern's-all passing and 
almost non-existent running game. 
Bulldogs have rushed for only 1 3 8  
ds i n  three games, an average of 1 .6 
ds per carry. Defensively, the 
dogs are inexperienced with a lot 
holes to fill . Opponents have out­
red Ferris State by an average of 34-
State . . .  
. . . . . . . .  at M ichigan Tech . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . Wayne State 
. . . . . . . .  Grand Valley State 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  at H illsdale 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Northwood 
75 Mike Zaziski, DE 
76 Andy Welling, RG 
77 Steve Johnson, RT 
80 Danny Milan , LB 
82 Scott wawro, FB 
83 Kevin Raes, TE 
ins, LB 
s, DE 
owlewich, LT 
t, LG 
85 Scott Alward, TE 
88 Greg Bohn, LB 
89 Mark Kulak, LB 
90 Larry Schwartz, p 
gan, DE . 
7 1  Dean Magro, OT 
7 2  Mark Peterson, OT 
75 Del Pittman, OT 
76 Sean O'Brien , OT 
7 7  Randy Harms, OE 
79 Mike Kuhn, OG 
8 1  J im Schmidt, WR 
85 Tom MoSkal, OT 
86 Charlie Vinson, TE 
90 Alswinn Kieboom, K 
93 Carl Parker, OT 
94 Pete Schaub, OT 
95 Dave Lewandowski, OT 
97 John Borchardt. DE 
98 Melvin Black, LB 
99 Rod Mathis, DE 
ern � • . -
. . . . . . . . . . .  Southern I ll inois 
. . . . . . . . . .  at Western I ll inois 
. . . . . .  at Southwest M issouri 
. . . . . . . . . . . . Northern Iowa 
. : . . . . . . .  Western Kentucky 
4 so far this season. 
Who to watch: Freshman quar­
terback Dave DeBraber will lead the 
pass-minded Bulldog offense against a 
Panther defense that had not allowed a 
touchdown pass before last week's  loss 
to Toledo. His key targets will be 
receivers Chris Floyd ( 1 9  receptions for 
1 65 yards) , John Lewis (l l for 1 28) 
and Scott Alward ( 1 1 for 1 1 5) .  
Key injuries: Offensive tackle Charlie 
Raschke (out); offensive tackle Steve 
Zeck (questionable) . 
At stake: A win would be a tremendous 
boost of confidence to Ferris State's  
young squad. The Bulldogs have a 
great deal of respect for Eastern and its 
winning tradition, so a victory would 
give them a definite shot in the arm . 
-Jeff Long 
4'�ft 
,.� . After the Toledo game, nked second in NCAA 1-per game. Sophomore 
Sean ·Payton leads the 
tent air attack at 347 .2  
e clip. The first-year 
ently the I-AA division's  
r in terms of yardage. 
es: Halfback Bernard 
t); halfback Roy Ellis 
e) ; linebacker Dave 
ut); linebacker Chris 
able) ; tight end Charlie 
When the Panthers 
have the ball • • •  
stern, which is the win­
all team in the state over 
years at 37- 1 2- 1 ,  will drop 
mark for the first time 
if it doesn't beat Ferris 
-Ken Dicks<>n 
Ferrie State .,.,.,... 
2 1  C. Pierce . . . . . . . . . TE 75 M. Zaziski . . . . . . . . DE 
75 D. PltlmM . . . . . . . . . LT 85 J. Mlako . . . . • . . . : . NG 
ee a. aeiinng ; . . . . . . . LG 70 K. tWrls . . . . . . . . . DE 
55 T. � . . . . . . . . . . : C  80 D. Mllan . . . . . . . . . OLB 
79 M. Kuhn . . . . . . . . . .  AG ee M.  Hopkins . . . . . .  OLB 
82 S. Bonneia . . . . . . . .  RT 53 B. Nowak . . . . . . . . . ILB 
9 J .  Wltght . . . . . . . . . SE 52 S. Morgan . . . . . . . . ILB 
1 8  s. Payton . . . . . . . . .  ae 44 r. Aal'.naeY . . . . . . .  see 
20 D. Pitts • • . . . • . . . • •  HB 25 J . Konchel . . . . . .  wee 
2 R. llnlca . . . . . . . . . . FL 35 V. Patterson . . . . • . .  FS 
81 J .  Schmidt . . . . . . . . SB 1 1  J .  Blella . . . . . . . . . .  SS 
For the finest  in 
Jazz, B lues & Rock 
DINER 
1 1  a. m .  to 3 a . m . 
LOCA TED BEHIND 
THE UPTO WNER 
lllr:�· �vi>c 
. - ·  
ROBERT WEBB 
For State Representative 
Clark , Coles , Crawford 
· & Edgar Counties 
Box 1 63 ,  Mattoon • (ll 7) 23S·WEBB 
Paid for by the Committee to elect Robert Webb 
PL · z 
WELCOME EIU FANS! 
.................... __ __  �_ .................................... .. 
e Sl' c cl r ()ff? �  e � et l l Scl l()ri 
e ._ f"£>cl l £> r ()()I< :F• A11()w l 1cl l'£>I 
• J'-clt;£>'§ (: h.J §  (�? • IJettt() ri '§ C2u ll2  IJ1l ri t  
e C l£>t C£>rt£>1 � • I U l() ()£>et ri l et ri  S()et 
e J u el l' '§ l"i cl l l F C1 1 '2  � e ,..t;rlt; �()ffTl ct ri '§ 
Your store's advertisement 
co.uld occupy this special 
place next week! 
$229 
CALL 581 �2812 
FOR DETAILS 
The Sneak Preview 
Without 
Headboard 
$ 1 34 
With Headboard 
Complete * 
$ 1 7 9  
ON 
CHARLE STON 'S 
SQUARE 
Open 
MONDAYS 
'TIL 8 pm 
DAILY 
1 0-5 
Friday's 
1 4 September 28, 1 984 Classified ads 
Report emn lmmedi.tety et 111·211 2. A correct Id 
wlll .,._, In Ille nut edition. Unleea notified, • 
cannot be �  for en lnoorNCt ed etter lta ""' 
•t 1..-tlon. Deecll ne 2 p.m. prewloua dey. 
_,_... _____________ , 
': For Rent l:_ &Services Offered , ft . Roommates t_i ___  . ----- Lost/Found �Announcements �Announcements 
Copy-X reeumee get jobs!! 1 male eubleaaer needed for 
Complete reeume eervlce . Plnetree, Spring Semeeter. 
Copy-X Fast Print, 207 Lin- . Clean apt. Call Mike Brooke 
2 BR houae available for 
Spring, A/C, off-Street pMdng. 
Cell 348-51 90 after 5 PM . 
________1 0/1 coin. 345-631 3. 348-0378. ---�-�---'00 �-------9/28 
Profeaalonal Reaume Sid 
Typing Service. Reaumea: high 
quality, typed Sid ttDeaet. Ex­
celent packagesr available. 
Memory Typing Serv ice :  
papers, cover letters, and 
'much more. Also, self-service 
typing and self eervlce copies . 
It's All At PATTON QUIK PRINT 
in the new West Park Plaza, 
622 W. Lincoln. 345-6331 . 
_________ oo 
.,� , ,...������� nfff Help Wanted ' I i; 
NEED EXTRA MONEY? 
Need college girls willing to 
babysit my home with 8 yr. old 
boy from Fri . PM or Sat. AM 
thru Sun .  night while mother 
works. Call 345-787 1 . 
-----..,.---9/28 
Part-time. Start immediately. 
Page One. Apply in person. 
____ ___ 9/28 
( Wanted 
2 guys, 1 girl for Co-Rec 
bowling. De!ldline Oct. 3 .  Call 
Karen 348- 1 67 4 after 4 :00 
PM. 
________ 1 0/4 
Looking for cheapie queen­
size · mattress in decent con­
dition . 348-4389. 
_______ 9/26,28 
Rides/Riders 
Need ride to Alsip or Chicago 
area Oct 1 2 . Gas $. Please 
call Patty 2975. 
________ 9/28 
Need a ride to and from An· 
tioclvnorth of Chicago-or a 
near; by tQwn Oct. 4 or 5 .  
Plea&e call 348·04 1 0, ask for 
Sue. 
_______ 9/28 
ft · Roommates 
Need female subleaser im· 
mediately! !  Good location. 
Before 4:30 call 345-4268. 
Otherwise 382-5237 . Ask for 
Andrea. 
________ 9/28 
Need female to 8Ublea8e 2 
bedroom furnished trailer. 
Have own room. $1 1 2.50/mo. 
and utllltles. Call 348-5357 
from 1 2- 1 or 9- 1 1 .  
________ 9/28 
Need a place for Spring 
Semester only? One female 
subleeser needed. Call Sheryl 
at 348·51 09. 
___ ______ 1 0/5 
Female subleaser for Spring. 
For Sale 
3 cars, $1 00 each. Call 
345-2841 . Ask for Jerry. 
-=--------9/28 
Gibson Explorer. 1 o years 
old; hard case; Marshall 4/1 2 
cabinet; both mint condition, 
$400 each. Good acoustic 
guitar, pearl vine In lay, w/case 
$75. 581 ·2802 . 
- 9/28 Regency . $ 1 3 5 . 00/month plus utilities. Call: 345-7 539. 
________1 0/8 Stereo components: only cassette deck $ 1 20. Pioneer 
Reverb Amplifier, "echo,"  
For Rent $90. Reference Equalizer, f i $85. Pioneer Tuner, $70. 
' 348-5049.  
Rent a mini-storage for as 1 0/2 low as $20 per month. Sizes 4 TRS-80 Computer 1 6  K · x 1 2  up to 1 O x 1 2 . West Model I, Level 1 1 .  ' includes 
Route 1 6 . Phone 345-77 46. monitor, recorder, 45 tapes· _________00 i nstruotional , educationa l ,  
Carpet your room with a rem- games. $395. 345-6969. 
nant. See Caryle Interiors 9/28 
Unlimited. West Route 1 6 . FOR SALE: 1 970 Chevrolet 
Open 8-6 , Mon . ·Sat. Phone Malibu. 4-door; $425 or best 
345- 77 46. . offer. Call 345-6904. 
_________oo 
Rent a microwave oven or 
refrigerator. Avai.lable by 
semester. Carlyle Rentals, 
345-7746. 
_________oo 
2 bedroom apartment, elec­
tric heat, A/C , nice location. 
$280 per month. Carlyle Apar­
tments, 1 305 1 8th . 345-
7746. 
_________ oo 
1 & 2 bedroom furnished ap­
ts; 2 bedroom unfurnished apt; 
3 bedroom houses; sleeping 
rooms for males. Call Leland 
Hall Real Estate at 345- 7023. 
________9/28 
2 & 3 bedroom houses . 
Close to campus. RENTAL 
SERVICE, 345·3 1 00. 
-=-------9/28 
Two bedroom house, · un­
furnished, attached garage. 
Furnished apartments for men . 
345-4846. 
---::--:---:----:----1 0/5 
2 bedroom furnished house . 
First & last month's rent, plus 
security deposit. No pets. 
-$225 per month plus utilities. 
345-747 1 .  
_________oo 
________ 9/28 
1 97 4 Honda CB 350. Ex­
cellent condition, only 9 ,000 
miles. $300. 348-7940. 
________1 0/2 
1 979 M.G.B .  in good con­
dition; must sell 2900. Call 
348- 1 505, 8 AM to 6 PM. 
--------'--1 0/2 
0 m Lost/Found 
Found-Set of 2 keys on 
Sigma Kappa key chain. Claim 
in 3 1 6L Coleman . Mgmt 
Marketing Dept. 
________ 9/28. 
LOST: Ladies amethyst (pur­
ple stone) ring. Reward if 
found. Please call 348- 1 4 1 9 .  
_________9/28 
Renee Kelleen Wade pick up 
your ID at the Eastern Daily 
News. 
_________ 1 0/ 1  
Donna Brooks-Pick up your 
ID at Daily Eastern News Of­
fice. 
_________ 1 0/ 1  
Lost: PERSUASION text in 
Coleman . Please return to 704 
Carman-Phone 506 1 . 
_________ 1 0/2 
Kelly Lacey: Pick up ycur 
drlver8 llcepae at the Eastern 
News Lost & Found. 
-:----- ----1 0/ 1 Lost: Redlo shack program­mable aclentlflc calaulator. 
Lost 9/2 1 In Blair Hall. Reward. Call 348-0680. 
-=---------1 0/1 
Lost: Brown clutch purse. 
ID's, SS. travelers checks, etc. 
Lost at Pickles Wed. 26th. If 
found, call 581 -3431 Mary. 
-=-�,....-- ---1 0/ 1  
Found: Ladies ring. Please 
identify and claim at the 
Eastern News. 
-=:---:--:-----1 0/2 
Found: Watch. Claim at 
Eastern News Lost and Found. 
________1 0/1  
<}Announcements 
Have you or. anyone you 
know been sexually assaulted? 
FREE and confidential help is 
available. Call Women Against 
Rape. 345- 2 1 62 .  
___ ______ 9/28 
Page One Fundraiser for 
your organization. Call John at 
345-51 1 7 . . 
_________ oo 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
Birthright cares. Free testing. 
348-855 1 . Monday-Wednes­
day. 3-5 p .m.  
________ 1 2/ 1 3 
Police Academy. Friday, 
6 : 30 and 9 : 00 ,  Grand 
Ballroom. Admission $ 1 .00.  
________.9/28 
Sigma Chi's:  The Delta Zetas 
are psyched for Spring Haven! 
________9/28 
It's FRAN FAGAN DAY! Call 
348-5888 and tell him he's too 
cool. 
_________ 9/28 
Attn: All ROMANS and CAM· 
PUS-Tailgater Sat at 1 0:30. 
Be there! The ROMANS. · 
________9/28 
Kent Baker: Happy B-Day! 
Now that you're 21 , maybe 
your Sex Life will improve. 
Those wild women of EIU are 
waiting in. line for you!! Ha Ha 
Ha 
_________ 9/28 
The BOYS in the attic will no 
be TOYED with . Ask ROTC. 
_________1 0/ 1  
Hey Alpha Gamma Delta! We 
can't wait to toga with you. See 
ya at the hut. Sigma Pi 
_________ 9/28 
Amy Fori:I: Get ready to 
cruise Danville! Party Hearty! 
I'm so glad you're going . I love 
you. Brenda. 
________ 9/28 
Laurie Hadfield: Slg_Kaps are 
proud to have had you 
represent us as Derby Darling. 
________ 9, /28 
Balloons & Flowers arranged 
in attractive soup mug. $ 1 6.50 
and up. Phone 345-7007 , 
NOBLES FLOWER SHOP. 
____________ oo 
T R O P I C A L  T A N N I N G 
SPA-621 Charleston Ave, 
Mattoon 234- 7 1 4 1  , 2 5 %  off, 
Student Discount. 
___ _______ oo 
Ronald Reagan and Walter 
Mondale have had their say. 
But what does the church have 
to say about "The Politics of 
Religion and The Religion of 
Politics?" You are invited to . 
come to Wesley United 
Methodist Church Sunday to 
find out. Services are at 9 and 
1 1  a.m. The church is located 
on 4th St. ,  across from Lawson 
Hall, south of the athletic fields. 
________ 9/28 
Retain TAMMY WALKER as 
Financial Vice-President. Vote 
on October 1 at. Paid . by 
Student for Walker. . 
9/28 
FTD "Pick-Me-Up" Bouquet; 
Brightly colored bouquet, at­
tractively arranged In rainbow 
mug accompanied with mat· 
chlng rainbow bag. Phone 
3 4 5 - 7 0 0 7 ,  N O B L E ' S  
FLOWER SHOP. 
- 00 
M s .  J a n i c e  R i n k u n s ,  
Engineering Alalyst, with A.O. 
Smith Data Systems will give a 
presentation on the AOS/CAD­
MAP System at 4:00 p.m.  
Monday, October 1 st In Rm 
236 Science. The OAS/CAO. 
MAP is an interactive G. l .S. 
(Geographic I nformation 
System) graphics software 
. package designed to manage 
and display geographic data 
using a map overlay system 
capable of displaying as many 
as 32 separate data overlays. 
_________1 0/1  
The ROMANS 4:00 at Ike's. 
No dues-just booze. 
_________ 9/28 
Attn Sorority girls-Tee off 
time is 4 :00-Fore! ! 
________ 9/28 
TONY DUNBAR-To the 
most dedicated and con· 
servative spansor that I could 
ever hope for. Love, Val . Get primed for Friday night. 
_________1 0/ 1  Come to Mom's 4 :00 club. Bar 
Hey Kati Fairfax! Happy Bir- - drinks and drafts only 60 cen­
thday! Fer sure we'll celebrate ts. BBQ sandwiches 25 cents. 
Saturday! Love ya, the loud Free papcorn. See you there. 
mouths at the end of the hall. 9/28 
--,--
-------9/28 Steve, So what's your wish? 
Congratulations to our Delta Kim 
Zeta volleyball team on making 
the final�! ! Let's get psyched 
to WIN Saturday! ! !  
_________ 9/28 
Free! Free! Free! ASPA 
4 :00 Club in Ike's basement. 
All members & interested per­
sons are welcome! 
________ 9/28 
Hey Ladies of EIU , Call and 
· wish the foxiest guy on cam­
pus, GARY DEVROY, happy 
birthday! 348-0464. We'll 
have a great weekend Gar! ! 
Love, The Cruiser and Movie 
Trivia Queen. 
_________ 9/28 
To 3rd New Pemberton : You 
have all been great these past 
few weeks. Thanks for being 
such a super floor! Love, Lucy 
_________9/28 
To the Men of OMEGA PSI 
PHI-You are unique and 
special. With Love, Val Shaw 
_________1 0/ 1  
__ ...:_ ______ 9/28 
To the men of SIGMA Pl: 
Congatulations on taking a fan· 
tastic pledge class. Keep up 
that winning spirit! Always and 
Truly Love, Gall 
9/28 
Sheri Beri-Y ou and Dave 
have a super time this week· 
end. Don't miss me! Love you , 
Beazer 
________ 9/28 
SEMANON SMASHERS: We 
made it! Thanks for all of the 
great times and memories! 
Love, Ali 
_________ 9/28 
Attn all Sorority girls-The 
men of Sigma Chi can't wait to 
tee it off today at 4 :00 
_________ 9/28 
"Lisa Lean" Grimm: Happy 
1 8th Birthday. Too bad Ryne 
isn't around to celebrate it with 
you ! Love, CT 
_________ 9/28 
-Offlclal Notices Offlclal Notices are pa id for through the Office of U niversity Relations. Questions concerning notices should be directed to that office . 
Student THchera And 
Off-Campus Interns 
· Student teachers and off­
campus interns should note 
that financial aid checks will not 
be malled. All aid must be ob­
tained In the Office of Financial 
Aids. If you plan to arrive on 
campus for this purpose after 
3:00 p.m. pleasenotlfy us two 
days in advance so that we can 
obtain your check from the 
Business Office. 
John Flynn 
Dir. Financial Aid 
Flnancllll Aid 
DlaburHment 
Those students scheduled to 
receive financial aid October 
1 st may obtain it on that date or 
October 2nd in the Grand 
Union Ballroom. Hours for 
disbursement are 9:00 a. m. to 
3:30 p.m. (including noon 
hour) . Students must present 
validated student ID cards. 
Next disbursement date will be 
October 1 8th. 
John Flynn 
Dir. Financial Aid 
Evening Oraduete 
Students 
Spring Semester pre-
enrollment will be between 
Monday, October 8 and Friday 
November 1 6 . A special 
distribution time for evening 
graduate students  is  
' scheduled for 6 :00 p.m.  to 
7 :00 p .m.  on October 8, 9, 
1 O, and 1 1  in the Registration 
Operations Room (south 
basement McAfee) . Materials 
and instructions  wi l l  be 
available then . 
Michael D. Taylor 
Director, Registration 
Computatlonel Mathematica 
Major• 
A l l  C o m p u t a t i o n a l  
Mathematics ma,jors who ex­
pect to intern between May, 
1 985 and May, 1 986 are 
required to attend a meeting in 
Main 2 1 2 at 4 p.m. on 
Tuesday, October 1 6. 
Ferrel Atkins 
Prof. 
ISSC Fee 
Deferment 
Those stu d e n ts w h o  
registered using an ISSC 
Award wiH receive a su� 
plemental Registration BIH in 
October. The amount owed for 
tuition Sid fees will not be 
deducted from the Financial 
Aid checks to be disbursed on 
October 1 ,2 In the Grand 
Ballroom. 
John Flynn 
Dir. Financial Aid 
Int.view Semlnera 
Interviewing seminars will be 
held in the Martinsville Room of 
the University Union. 
' ' ' I ' ,/  .I I I .I I ' > > > .,_ • · • 
Monday, October 1 -3 p.m. 
Tuesday, October 2-1 0 
a.m.  
Wednesday, October 3-1 
p.m.  
Thursday, October 4-4 
p.m.  
Donald L .  Schaefer, Asst. Dir 
Canter Planning & Placement 
Center 
Spring Pr•Enrollment 
Currently enrolled on­
campus students may pre­
enroll for Spring Semester 
beginning Monday, Oc1ober 8 
and ending Friday, November 
1 6. Obtain materials by 
presenting a valid l .D.  card In 
the Registration Operations 
Room ( south basement 
McAfee) AT OR AFTER YOUR 
SCHEDULED TIME by last digit 
of social security number: 
5-9 8:30 a.m. , Monday, Oc­
tober 8 
0-4 8:30 a.m . ,  Tuesday, Oc­
tober 9 
DOOR CLOSES AT 4:00 
P.M.  
Materials wlH be available 
during regular office hours in 
the Operations Room begin­
ning Wednesday, Oct. 1 0  and 
ending Friday, Nov. 1 6  at 3 :30 
p.m. Secure materials by 3:30 
p. m . ,  Friday November 1 6. 
PUT COMPLETED PRE­
ENROLLMENT FORMS IN THE 
SLOTTED BOX OUTSIDE THE 
REGISTRATION OPERATIONS 
ROOM BY 4 : 30 P. M . ,  
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1 6 , 
1 984. An undergraduate's 
pre-enrollment form will NOT 
BE PROCESSED unless it 
bears the departmental stamp 
(student's ma,jor dept. ) .  
A STUDENT ASSIGNED TO 
THE ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE 
C E N T E R ,  · TOP F L O O R  
S T U D E N T  S E R V I C E S  
B U I L D I N G ,  S H O U L D  
DISREGARD THE SCHEDULE 
ABOVE AND MAKE AN AP­
POINTMENT WITH AN AD­
VISER AT THE CENTER. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Director, Registration 
. State Farm Ins. Co. ; Cecil C .  
Daffrom & Assoc. lncorp. 
October 1 6-First Investors 
Corp. ; I l linois Farm Bureau; 
Danners, Ind. 
October 1 &-Main Hurdman 
October 1 7-First Investor$ 
Corp. ; Hyster Co; McDonnell 
Douglas Corp. ; Ernst & Whin­
ney 
October 1 8-l:rnst & Whin­
ney; Peace Corps 
October 23-0sco Drugs 
October 24-Modern Bus. 
Systems; K-Mart Apparel 
O c t o b e r  2 5 - U . S .  
Telephone of the Midwest, Inc. 
October 3 1 -St. Louis 
University Law School 
CAREER SEMINAR-All 
Fall 1 984 Students Welcome--Frosh. ;  
C.lender Chengea Soph . ;  Jr. ; Sr. 
Please note the following Wal-Mart, 7 :00 p.m . ,  Neoga 
calendar changes. Rm. , Univ. Union, October 1 1  
Fall Recess has been · Flnst Investors Corp. , 7:30 
changed from October 5 to p.m. , O&kland Rm. , Univ. 
October 1 9. Union, October 1 5  
Mid-Term has been changed Illinois Farm Bureau, 6:00 
from October 1 9  to October · p. m . ,  Neoga Rm. ,  Univ. Union, 
22. October 1 5  
Samuel J .  Taber, Dean Peace Corps, 7 :00 p.m. , 
Student Academic Seryices Oakland Rm:,  Univ. Union, Oc-
C.mpua lntervlewa tober 1 1  
October 4-Caterpillar Trac- Osco Drugs, 8 :00 p.m . ,  
tor Co. Neoga Rm. ,  Univ. Union, Oc-
October 5-State Farm Ins. tober 22 
Co. (Reg. Office) SPRING INTERNSHIP 
October 9-Union Pacific October 4-State Farm Ins. 
Systems; E.D.S. Co.-Mlnorlty Intern 
October 1 1 -Career Day October 1 0-Walt Disney 
October 1 2-Wal- Mart; World 
For more information on the 
above interview schedules, 
check with the Career Planning 
and Placement Center in the 
Student Ser\tices Building. 
James Knott, Dir. 
Career Planning & Placement 
Center 
Writing Competency 
Examination 
To satisfy graduation 
r e q u i r e m e n ts  for t h e  
Bachelor's Degree at Eastern 
Illinois L!niversity, you must 
pass the Writing Competency 
Examination. Register to take 
this examination after you have 
completed 60 semester hours 
ounior standing) and have 
credit for both English 1 001 
and 1 002.  Register In person 
at Testing Services, 208 
Student Services Building; 
bring your EIU ID and $5.00 
for the fee. The second 
examination this semester wiH 
oe given on November 1 3 . The 
registration deadline · is Oc· 
tober 30 and that also is the 
last day that you may cancel 
your registration and have your 
fee refunded . .  
Passing the Writing Com­
petency Examination is a 
graduation requirement as 
stated on J)QQe 40 of the 
1 98 1 -82 catalog and page 43 
of the 1 983-84 catalog. 
H. C. Bartling 
Dir. Tes�ing Services 
Friday's 
Classified ads 
_f Announcements 
BART-I hope that you have 
great week-end with your bro 
iting. DO 'EM! Guess who . . .  
_ _________ 9/28 
SIG'S-We're doing an 
esome Job on Derby Days. 
ou guys have been great. We 
preciate all the help and sup. 
. Let's make this the best 
rby Days ever. Sty psyched, 
t crazy, and party hard. "In 
" Wade and Tom 
_ _________ 9/28 
SUSAN McRAVEN: Happy 
1 st Birthday! Don't celebrate 
· much-ONLY for an hour. 
it going to be a Lost 
eekend or a Nightmare?! 
ve, Donna and Theresa 
•--::---:-- ----9128 
9th Street Men: I hope your 
dy to face the wilderness 
turday night. Get ready for 
! 3rd New Pem 
, ________ 9/28 
Attn: Women of EIU-That 
man you have all come to know 
and love, Glenn Gentry, is now 
20 and still available. Attack at 
your own wil l ,  he won't mind. 
________9./28 
REWARD-Free trip to 
aytona plus commision 
money. WANTED: Organized 
group or _individual to promote 
Number 1 Spring break trip 
Daytona. If you are in-
erested in o u r  reward 
11( 4 1 4) 7 8 1 -0455 ir 1 -80� 
3-907 4 immediately! Or 
ite DESIGNERS of TRAVEL, 
.48 W. 1 3334 W. Hampton 
ve. . Menomonee Falls, WI 
0 5 1 . 
_____ c-9/28,  1 0/5 
Happy Birthday Colleen 
yle! Let's do Morton in the 
kitchen tonight! Have a good 
one! Love your roomies! 
, ________ 9/28 
Tracy-Hope your birthday 
was great. Thanks for being 
ch a super specemate. Tau 
ve and mine, J .  Kay. 
, ________ 9/28 
Allison Hubbert-Finally 1 9  
no crutches! !  How 'bout 
cubbies! Look out Mar­
's- F M N - RN l l  Have the 
eatest birthday! Love ya! 
.A.  
, ________ 9/28 
SANDRA MOMENT: You are 
great premature sister-in-law. 
ave a Happy Birthday! Love 
a, Patti 
, ________ 9/28 
Puzzle Answers 
<)}Announcements 
DOT and LEE-Glad you two 
could be here. Have a great 
weekend! Love you both. Judy 
________9/28 
Attention all members of 
SIGMA TAU GAMMA: Vital 
meeting Non . nite at 7 : 30 in 
Ike's with the Alumni Assoc. 
Be there if you care! 
________ 1 0/ 1  
H e y  S U S A N  
McRAVEN-You finally made 
it! You're legal now! Have a 
super Birthday. I hope it's a 
LOST Weekend! Whatever you 
do, stay away from fire lanes, 
c l o s e t s , t o a s t , a n d  
oops . . . . .  shut the door! Love, 
Sandy 
________ 9/28 
Attn: Sig Pi's, . Delts, Phi 
Sig's, Pikes, Tekes, Lamda 
Chi's, Delta Sig's, Delta Chi's, 
Sig Tau's, & Beta Sig's-The 
Men of Sigma Chi are ready to 
party Saturday at Spring 
Haven . Call the Sigma Chi 
House at 345-9023 for details 
-------�9/28 
EIU Knights of Columbus will 
meet at Jerry's Pub at 4 : 00 
PM. AH members and those 
plann ing on join ig  are 
welcome. Bring a friend. 
________.9/28 
Looking for something fun to 
do tonight? Come and pary 
with us (Sutan, D. B . , Colleen, 
Maggie, Jenny, and Judi) at 
the Heineken House. 
________ 9/28 
Retain TAMMY WALKER as 
Financial Vice-President. Vote 
on October 1 st. Paid by 
Students for Walker. 
________ 9/28 
Retain TAMMY WALKER as 
Financial Vice-President. Vote 
on October 1 .st. Paid by 
Students for Walker. 
-:--------9/28 Sigma Chi's-This year's 
Derby Days are the Best yet. 
Alpha Phi's are looking forward 
to fun at Springhaven Sat. Let's 
get wet and wild! 
________ 9/28 
LESLIE KATHLEEN BOYLE, 
Happy 1 8th Birthday! We're 
going to have the best week­
end ever. But who knows. I 
Love you , Dan 
________ 9/28 
Student• Welcome 
We offer 1 , 2 & 3 
Bedroom Apartments 
• Laundry • Pool 
•Country Atmosphere 
•Clubhouse 
2 Y1 blocks south of 
Charleston Motor Inn 
348-1441 
Mon . - Fri. 8 : 00-5 :00 
Sat. 9-5 
Eq.,.I Housing Opportunity 
r - - - - - -. - - - - , 
!By'td '� Cfeane't '� t 
. Located on S .  4th St.  t 
past Lawson Hall or t 
at Champs in University t 
Village for Convenient t 
. Pick-up 345-4546 t 
� � � � � � � � � � � 
�; = Announcements 
Jamie, Tracy, Carol, and 
Lois: Thanks for the argument 
the other night. . .or discussion.  
Whatever i t  was, I needed it. 
Tau love and mine, J. Kay. 
________9/28 
MARY NICHOLSON, We 
don't want a refund, we just 
wnat to party with you! Happy 
Birthday! Love, Your Roomies! . 
9/28 
WART-Just had to write 
something to try out the new 
nickname. Have a good 
weekend and quit worrying! 
Guess who . . .  
________ 9/28 
Happy 1 8th Birthday KRISTI! 
Celebrate and have fun 
tonightl Your roomie, Brigette 
________9/28 
Blue-Have a nice week­
end! I ' l l  miss you. .  Keep 
smiling! I Love you! Hazel 
______ 9/28 
-Q. Announcements 
S i g ma C h i  P l e d g e s : 
Congratulations on pledging 
the Best Fratemity'on campus! 
I 'm sure you will all be Fantastic 
Sigma Chi's! Love, Your 
Seetheart, Dede 
________ 9/28 
Glenn,  Happy B-Day. Have a .  
good time but remember we 
.will not be held accountable for 
your actions. Roommate and 
Pledge Brother. 
________ 9/28 
PAM LANE: My partying Tri 
Sig MOM! Thanks for all the fun 
times! We're going to have one 
great year! Love, Laurie 
________ 9/28 
ASPA invites all members & 
interested persons to 4 :00 
club today in Ike's basement. 
________9/28 
JANA. LINDNER, Happy 1 9th 
Birthday! Winnie The Pooh ' 
9/28 
Finding transporation need 
not be a trip . . . .  Consult 
the classifieds 58 1 -28 1 4 
BLOOM COUNTY · 
;' 7llf.' TRP! f 
El{fEK IEW KEC<RP: 
''IKJWMP t. . .JONES, A6E 36. 
HtlGHr 6fl. /fAU ... 4ACK . 
50C. :iU.. # 003-15 -'!003 . . . 
5ERIAt. :# 66-n-lllfO .. .  
. 
UC£N5E * 31f 7 61'1-0 . • .  
'"" PfK,1(-Hf/NrTNb 
P!KMIT :II nt03. 
I ... 
f -Z'l 
Ry & Drole 
Report errors lmmedletely a t  511-211 2. A correct ad 
wlll appear In the next edition. Un .... notified, we 
cannot be reaponalble for an Incorrect ad after Its fir­
at lnHrtlon. Deadllne 2 p.m._prftloua day. 
' ' Do-it-yourself ' ' C l a ssif ied Ad Form 
Name 
Phone 
Address 
Ad to read 
U n der class1f 1cat1on o f . 
COST 1 4 cents pe r  word f i rst day . 1 0 cents 
per word each consecutive day thereafter 
( m 1 n 1 m u m  1 O words) Student rate half price -
ad M U ST be paid for in advance . PL EA SE: no 
checks for amounts less than $ � .  0 0 .  Lost & 
Found ads are run FREE for three days . 
Place ad and money in envelope and deposit 
1n  Daily Eastern Ne ws box in Union by 2 p . m. 
one business day before it is to run . The Ne ws 
reserves the right to edit or refuse ads con­
sidered libelous or in bad taste . 
Student? ( Student rate half ·  
price ) :-:: Yes :-� No 
Payment : _______ :� : cash = c heck 
1 5  
by Berke Breathed 
.... �������--...... 
ANP ffltmERMCRf,, 111/e 
r<EWrn.Y flECffl!/J 1HllT fT'5 
1111€ 'IOI/ GOT INVOl'/e/J IN 
50t'r'CTHING ftfortE NOl?Ml'l 1HIW 
COMPllTERS I MJ<lt/J )t'XI t.!Ke 
10 KNOW WHllT IT I� ·' weu m m  
YA ... 
S C M "' NC*> ..-/+ 1 S  / S N ' 7  
.'.; V t!� u.) /'I /IT I 
!"\ �  A "'11 .  
. ,, 
1 6  
...... SPECIAL .... 
coupon good thru - -�1 4,, pizza · Sept 30, 1 984 
$2.00 OFF 
with  2 ingred. 
""" 7 . 20 FREE qt. of COKE 9 .20 :S with For deliveries only 1 w/ou t  � cou pon FREE del ivery c'o u po n  � ADD UCCI'S 
Pizza & 
Italian Restaurant 
7 1 6  Jackson,  East of Square 
Smile 
it you 
had it 
last night 
fittle� 
CR tA.¥.. A Lt · 
FIRST BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
2 800 U niversity Ave. 
Sunday Services: 
· Worship Services-
9:30 a. m. 
(announcements 9:20 a .  m.) 
Sunday School-
10:30 a. m. 
Need a Ride? . 
The L.'iurch van will be stop­
ping at the S. E. doors of the 
Union at 9 : 0 5  a.m. every 
Sunday. 
David M .  Anderson , 
Pastor 
Phone 58 1 -508 1 
__ Deposit and ID required 
VHS VCR 
Overnight Rental 
s499 
Mon .-- Frl .  N ites 
s999 Sat.  N ite 
� 
tt Video i �LU1Jillllillllll 1111l� 
CED VIDEO 
SPECIAL 
1 Player 
3 N ites 
3 Movies . s1 99s 
�; 
Video Hotline 
348-561 2 
� 
Friday, September 28,  t 984 
Busch Beer -
1 2 ,  1 2 ounce cans 
- �;�0 A 09 
Price �LU6575 
Santini 
Astl-Spumante 750 Ml 
�eo � gg 
Price iii9PLU6555 
Tosti 
Astl Spumante 
7 50 ML ��0 A 49 . :��,__ 
Pnce .,LU6S80 
Chateau Lasane 
Wines 
7 50 M L  ��0 2 s5 
Price for PLU6581 
Rlunite Wines 
1 • Lambrusco • Doro 
• Rosato • Blanc·o - I 750 Ml �!1�0 1 99 
Price PLU6SS2 
Ciacobazzi 
Wines 
7SO M L  �!�o 229 
Price PLU6556 
Edelfrau 
Liefraumilch 750 ML ��o � sa 
Price ;J/11 for 
PLU65SR 
Bolla Wines 
Red, White & 
Blue Beer 
1 2 ,  1 2 ounce cans Osco 2 ]  9 
Sale 
Price PLU� 
Andre 
Cha mpagnes 
• Cold Duell • Pink • Extra Dry 750 ML 
osco 5 S
. sa1e 
Pnce for 
PLU 6 S 5 1  
Carlo Rossi 
Dinner Wines 
3.0 Liters 
Ava1 1ao1e in  a v<mecv o t  cypes Your Choice 
• Chablis llanc • Hearty Burgundy 
• Rnl,n• • Red ROH • Pink C hablis 
Osco J59 Sal e  Pnce · 
PL U 6 S 5 3  
Callo Premium 
Table Wines 
1 .5 Liters Ava11ac1e t n  a varunv of t ypes 
�sco 2 s5 
Sal e  
Pnce of 
' PLU6554 
Aristocrat 
Vodka or Gin 
1 .7 5  Liter 
Your cttolc:e �:1�0 &99 
Pnce PL Ub>7B 
PL Ub>79 
PRESENTS 
FREE GIVEA WAY 
Ballantine' s Bulletin . Board 
-
The Dally Eastern News 
Liquor Store Hours : 
9 a . m . - 10 p . m .  Mon . -Sat . 
Noon-7 p . m .  Sunday 
Must be 21 years 
old with valid ID 
Prices eff ecitve thru 
Sept . 29 � 1984 
Mickey's Malt · 6 pack. 1 2  ounce no-
return Oottles �
e
o 
, •• 
Price PLU6577 
Walker's Deluxe . 
BourbOn 750 MI ��0 559 
Price PLU6S83 
seagram's 
Imported 
Vodka 
7 SO M L �!�0 A 59 
Price -..;LU6 S84 
Beefeater 
Cin 
captain 
Morgan 
Spiced 
Rum 
750 Ml  
Osco Sale Pnce 
4�6! 
seagram·s 
IAl�=:::...J ? Crown 7 50 M L 
Mr. Boston 
schnapps 
• Apple 
•Strawberry 
7 50 M L  
osco 389 Sale 
Price PLU6 589 
!Ballantine. '!1 
· Scotch Whiskey 
Message Center 
H you're 21 years or older,  come in and sign up today , Friday , Sept . 28 , 1 984 for our free 
giveaway-Ballantine's Bulletin Board . One name will be drawn at 9 a . m . Sat . , Sept . 29 , 1 984 
and will be posted in the liquor department . Winner must be 21 years old with a vaild ID and 
must picked up item by Friday , Oct . , 6, 1984 or winner forfeits item . Need not be present to win . 
Levi legacy 
There's more to the past of blue jeans than ·stains 
and ripped seams . To find out more about the past of 
a great American tradition . . .  
See page 3 
The Weekend Supplement to the Dally Eastern News I Charleston, Ill. 61 920 I Section Two, 8 Pages 
Stores and styles 
Over the p�st few decades, the popular styles of 
blue jeans have changed a great deal , and several 
Charleston merchants have attempted to keep pace 
with these changing fashions . 
See page 5 
Foreign fashions 
Fashions and attitudes toward clothing vary from 
region to region . Some of Eastern's foreign students 
express their opinions on jeans and compare the 
U . S .  to their native lands. 
See page 4 
z.  
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Soccer 
The Soccer team will host Air 
Force Academy Sunday at noon at 
Lakeside Field . 
Music 
. Christian Campus Fellowship Ted's Warehouse 
Friday "Skeezix" , and Saturday 
"Ivory Grand" will be playing at 9 : 30 
p . m .  to 1 a . m . 
g There will not be any services thi� � week . 
• .c .,.. Wesley United Methodist Movies Services will be held at 9 and 1 1  
a . m .  at 2206 S .  Fourth St.  This 
weeks sermon will be "The Religion 
of Politics and the Politics of 
Religion . "  
First Presbyterian Church 
Services will be held at 1 0 : 30 a. m .  
a t  3 1 1  Seventh St. 
Immanual Lutheran Church 
Services will be held at 8: 15 and 
10 :45 a . m .  at 902 Cleveland . Thif 
weeks sermon will be "A Man's True 
Glory . "  
· 
First Baptist Church 
Services will be held at 9 : 30 a. m .  
and 6 p . m .  at 2800 University Dr . 
Newman Community 
Services will be held at 9 and 1 1  · 
a . m .  at Buzzard Auditorium .  
Sports · 
Football 
, The Football team will host Ferris 
�tate . Saturday at 1 : 30 p . m .  at 
O'Brien Stadlu·m: 
Best Defense 
Showings at 7 and 9 p . m .  Friday 
and Saturday . Sunday at 7 : 30 p . m .  
a t  Will Rogers . Rated R .  
All of Me 
Showings at 5 : 30 ,  7: 15  and 9 
p . m .  Friday and Saturday . Sunday 
at 5 : 30 and 7 : 15 p . m .  at Time 
Threater in Mattoon . Rated PG . 
The Evil That Men Do 
Showings at 5 : 10 ,  7 : 10 and 9 : 10 
p . m .  Friday and Saturday . Sunday 
at 5 : 10  and 7 : 10 p . m .  at Cinema 3 
in Mattoon . Rated R .  
Revenge of the Nerds 
Showings at 5 : 05.  7 : 05 and 9 : 05 
p . m .  Friday and Saturday. Sunday 
at 5 : 05 and 7 : 05 p . m .  at Cinema 3 
in Mattoon . Rated R .  
The Karate Kid 
Showings at 5. 7 : 20 and 9 : 35 
p . m .  Friday and Saturday . Sunday 
at at 5 and 7 : 20 p . m .  at Cinema 3 in 
Mattoon . Rated PG . 
The Men of 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
· .  
. .. . 
are proud to announce 
the ET A Pledge Class 
. BILL A NSTRA ND 
TYLER BECKER 
BOB GEREKE 
JOHN GIBBS 
MIKE GORDEN 
TOM HAR TIGA N 
TY HA UTER 
MIKE KORZYNIEWSKE 
. KEVIN MCNEESE 
WA YNE PALMER 
TIM PO WELL 
DANELL REID 
JIM SPIEGEL 
STEVE WESTON 
You're the G reatest ! 
M a de I n  U. S .A. 
Lot s o i W32 L 3 1 
Performance slated for Tarble 
A variety of 19th and 20th Century 
chamber music will be perfor'med by the 
"EIU Chamber Ensemble" Sunday at 
the Tarble Arts Center, Dwayne 
Hanse n ,  music department chairman , 
said . 
The show will include compositions 
by Johann Christoph Pezel, Giovanni 
Gabrieli , Gerhard Wuensch , Robert 
Starer , Bohuslav Martinu , Maurice 
Ravel and Malcolm Arnold . "We want 
S�·---
Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Diane Schneidman 
Assistant . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .  Lisa Albarran 
Photo editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sam Paisley 
Art director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Chris Toles 
Copy desk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sue Serna . 
Noreen Reilly. Kerri Niemann 
to give a variety , "  Hansen said . 
The pieces will be performed by 
several Eastern faculty members and 
students, Hansen added.  
The performance is  presented in con­
juction with this year's "Tarble Arts 
Center Chamber Music Series . "  Sun­
day's show will begin at 3 p . m .  The 
price of admission is $1 for students. 
$2 . 50 for adults and children under 12 
will be admitted free of charge . 
c.. .... 
The week's Verge cover proves 1 lw itd<tY<' 
1hat if your jeans get too old and smelly. v1 1u 
may just find them standing up u:ilhoul you in 
them . Read on to discover murl! in ll!r<!sl iny 
facts about America's favorile oul<!rn'l!itr 
The men of 
would like to cordially invite 
ALL fraternities and 
sororities to the FINAL 
DERBY DAYS 
..... 
PARTY! 
Where : Waterworks Park 
(Spring Haven) 
When : Saturday after 
the football game 
T. . 3 . ? 1me . p . m . - .  
A ll proceeds go to Wa lla ce Village for m in imal ly  
retarded a n d  handicapped ch ildren. 
For more info call 345-9023 
�O O O O C! O OO  
'
-, ' \ I ' '  
Blue jean lovers : 
· . · . · . · . 
. · '. . . 
/ f)/U/f)::
; . . . 
�.;!llill; Ut;*t.:,=:(.(?' 
Students 'wash and wear' ways 
by Kirt Kolzow to prove it . · · 
and Amy Zurawski Regardless of whether one choose� 
Almost everyone wears blue jeans. d e s i g n e r  je a n s  or low- p r i c e d  
and Eastern students a r e  certainly no du ngurees . m ost students like t o  add 
exception .  some mileage to their jeans before 
The comfort denim provides appears wearing them the first t ime . And 
to be t h e  most popular reason for wear- students have a variety o f  habits for 
ing d ungarees . breaking blue jeans in . 
Sophomore Scott Conover said he Simmons said . "I do deep-knee 
wears jeans.  specifically Levi's.  over bends . ru n around the house for three 
other types of pants because they are weeks and wash them about  10 t imes 
more comfortable .  before I g o  out i n  public i n  them . · · 
Sophomore Joe Pepp is also a Levi's Sim mons is not the on ly. individua l  
fancier . ·Tm a Levi's man: ·  Pepp said . · seen jogging the  halls of  her house i n  
"I like jeans because they get don't  d irty new jeans .  VanBooven also said she 
as easily . One pair lasts a week and that breaks in  her new jeans by racing about  
saves on wash . · · the house for a few days unt i l  the 
Junior Kevin Aikman . also a self- denims are comfortable to wear . 
proclaimed . . "Levi's Man:·  said Levi's Luxem said she simply washes her 
are his favorite brand because . "They blue jeans in hot water and then wears 
are .the most comfortable . fade the best them . 
and are n ice to work in . · · However. not al l  students like the 
Junior C hris Luxem said . "I  only . .  used and abused . .  look in jeans . Sen ior 
wear Levi's and Lee's because they are Donavan Will iams said he l ikes his jeans 
the most comfortable . last the longest to look new and does not practice a 
and have the best prices :·  breaking- in ritual . 
And the comfort of blue jeans appeals After the jeans have been 'broke n in 
to students of al l  ages . and worn into the ground . many 
Peg Docter, who places herself in  students find they st i l l  can·t  part with 
"the over-50 (age) group , "  said , "I love - their favorite pairs . 
jeans . I buy any kind . I don't look like For example
. 
Simmons said she 
the young set, but who cares . "  makes a shrine for her jeans i n  the closet 
Comfort and style are not the only when they can not be worn anymore . 
factors which students with tight budgets However Ju nior Fred Sinkes said 
consider . when adding a new pair of after his jeans have seen better days . he 
jeans to their wardrobe . Price is also im- . simply throws them away . 
portant .  Williams is a little bit  more sentimental 
Conover , who has worn Levi's ex- about his jeans . "Depending on where 
elusively for four years , added , "It's the holes are , I probably just retire them 
hard to find a better price than the one to the drawer and wear them very 
on Levi's . "  seldomly , "  h e  said . 
Senior Angie VanBooven said , "I buy Totally ridding oneself of. or saving , 
whatever is on sale and wear jeans old jeans is not the only alternative 
because they are comfortable . "  students use when their jeans are too 
· Perhaps as a result of students' ragged.  Some people turn them into 
endless search for low-priced clothing, shorts . 
designer labels on jeans don't seem to Aikman said when his jeans have 
be as popular as they were a few years seen better days, he cuts them off for 
ago . shorts or wears them when he is work-
Another factor which prevents some ing in "messy situations . "  
students from laying down extra cash Senior Doug Kelly said when his 
for designer denims is the lack of in- jeans "are about ready to fall apart , "  he 
dividuality ingrained in designer labels. cuts them off for summer wear or wears 
Senior Terri Simmon said she does them only when he is working. 
not buy designer jeans because , "I am Junior John Eckert said , "I cut off my 
my own individual and don't need to jeans, but only when they are no longer 
wear someone else's name on my rear accecptable to wear anywhere . "  
3 
past and present I 
-
The living 'leg'acy of Levi Stra� i . 
b y  Lisa Lait 
Levi's 50 1 jeans, •he first jeans ever , 
have been around for 130 years . 
These jeans are worn by many people , 
but many of these people do not know 
the history of Levi's . 
A man named Levi Strauss in­
vented the jeans in 1853 . Strauss , a 
Bavarian immigrant, hoped to sell 
canvas material in the U . S .  for tents 
and wagon covers . J ul ie Boyl e .  ac­
counting executive for Go: :n  Harris 
C o m m u n icat ions (which  is t h e  
d istribution company for the Levi 
Strauss Company) . said . 
As it turned out gold m iners in the 
West  needed heavy . durable pants 
d uring the gold rus h .  Boyle said 
Strauss then discovered his canva� 
could be used for extra- stre ngtr 
clothing . 
The first pair of pants were calle<  
" p a n t a l o o n s "  a n d  " w a i st � h i g r  
overalls" . Boyle added . The nu mbet 
50 1 was the iot nu mber assigned to 
the prod uct .  
In the 1850s , Strauss switched from � 
canvas to denim . The word denim first � 
' came from the French phrase "serge � 
de Nimes" , Boyle noted .  f 
Strauss also selected an indigo dye I 
to color the jeans; which is still used to- � 
day, she added . 
· 
. : But,  gold miners were not the only � 
folks who fo•md jeans useful for rugg- f 
ed work .  Ranchers used the jeans for � ,., horseback r :f ing and other duties on !" 
the homest< :  • d .  � 
Soon rich Easterners would vaca­
tion in the West to visit · 'Deud" ra n­
ches .  Boyle said . 
Throughout the years the uses of 
blue jeans were discovered by other 
segments of society - even movie 
stars . 
.. James Dean wore Levi's in the 
m ovies . ' '  Boyle said . Also donning 
jeans on the movie screen was Marlon 
Bra n d o .  Brando wore jeans in his 
1 954 fi lm The Wild Ones . These two 
men made jeans popular among 
teenagers . 
� 
Freshman . . .  
CONSIDER ROTC 
By adding mi l itary service to your  other classes 
next semester,  you ' l l  start to earn a commission as 
an Army officer without obl igation . You wi l l  have an 
opportun ity to com pete for federal and state ROTC 
scholarships .  In  fact , you wi l l  have �othing to lose . .  
and everyth ing to gain ! Join the others w;bo . Qav�,;?-� 
become off icers thr<?ugh EASTERN ' s  Army ROTC 
program.  
For more information call t h e  ROTC Office 
at 58 1 -5944 or come by A . A .  Room 3 1 0 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE! 
ii" >- � "i 
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M ICK.S _ Now Thru Su nday . ACLOTHING s���!�!cti�nale 
20 % 
• Jantzen 
• Catal ina 
• Cambridge 
• Career Club 
• tall sweaters 
included 
More Specials 
off 
• Jeans- Lee stripes 112 pr!ce 
All others sale priced 
• Suits- 20 % off 
• Jackets- 20 % off M 1cK·s �CLOTHING 
4 - - -
! Students compare blue jean customs 
f by Beth Kenny 
,.:: Blue jeans may have started out as f something uniquely American ,  but to­
u.. day their impact can be seen i everywhere - from G e r m a n y  to 
z Taiwan . 
_i Senior Andreas Gerling, from West • Germany, said the craze for American � jeans is a "paradox" . 
7i People in Germany want 'cheap' '; American jeans, "  Gerling said . "French 
� and British jeans are cheap , but people 
9 want to buy Wrangler's or Levi's ,"  he 
at � said . "The Wrangler jeans you can pick :: up for $8 at Walmart , sell for $20-$30 
� in Germany,"  he aaded . 
· , · 
However , Gerling doesn't choose to 
wear jeans . He opts for something 
dressier . 
"I hate blue jeans. They don't look 
good all faded , "  he said . "I usually wear 
khakis . "  
Gerling said some people actually 
make a living off of exchanging blue 
jeans with the Soviet Union . 
"They (the Soviets) are willing to 
spend lots of money for American 
things- especially rock albums and blue 
jeans , "  he noted .  "They have their own 
'brands' , which are terrible , so they are 
willing to spend up to $ 100 on a pair of 
blue jeans . "  
Senior Rajendra Sinhaa of India 
echoed Gerling's statements regarding 
his country's infatuation with American 
jeans. 
"The craze is for American jeans, and 
the more cut up,  faded and dirty they 
are , the more they are worth , "  Sinhaa 
said . 
· 
"If an American tourist goes to 
Calcutta , there are street peddlers who 
will offer $20 , $30 , even $40 for their 
jeans , "  he said . 
• . '  J'People are almost getting stripped in 
the road , "  Sinhaa noted . ''They don't 
mind spending the rest of their stay in 
shorts or underwear . It's hot in India . "  
Indian jeans, such a s  the brand Avis , 
sell for $7-$8, but imported jeans can 
sell for $50-$ 100; especially Levis he 
noted . 
In Taiwan colored jeans are the latest 
style according to graduate student 
Ling-Fang Tzeng . "You see jeans in 
·many colors , such as red , white , green 
and yellow , "  Tzeng said . Tzeng, a 
_ Levis fancier, said most students at her 
former school,  National Taiwan Univer­
sity , wore jeans . However, "Very 
seldom did you see people over (age) 
'" .· .  
� - · 
• •  
Peo p l e  from a l l  over th
-
e wo r l d s  have fou nd l abe l s  o r  what the l atest fash ions  are, students a n d  merchants - 0 -
l i ke the one a bove p l astered 'over the i r  poster iors .  And a l ways f ind that b lue jeans  p l ay an i m po rtant  part  i n  
regard l ess  o f  h o w  .often t h e  n a m e  o n  t h e  l a bel  c h an ges, c l ot h i n g  sty l es'. ( P hoto by David Sh aw) 
30 wearing jeans . "  quite a s  prevalent a s  i n  the U . S . , "  junior' In America Teoh usually wears 
In En�land Levi's are still pretty big , Olu Sobanjo said . Calvin Kleins and Levi' s .  She said jeans 
senior Graham Whitehead said . "But "People wear pants of other are priced about the same here as they 
designer jeans are not big at all . Baggy materials , "  he said . "Jeans are for are in Malaysia . 
jeans are popular in England , but their rough work or odd jobs . When people . Teoh noted that shorts are not seen in 
just coming out here , "  he added.  Bag- go out they put on something smart . "  Malaysia as often as they are at Eastern . 
gies have been popular in England for a Sobanjo said he doesn't usually wear "We don't wear shorts . We wear jeans a 
while now .  jeans. "I'm not a fan of jeans , "  h e  said . lot, or dresses , "  she added . 
"Jeans aren't accepted in restaurants "Once in a while I do wear jeans, Senior Gordon Williams of Jamaica 
as much as they are here , "  Whitehead sometimes bell bottoms , but most of the said women are the ones who wear the 
noted . "Lots of places request time I dress formally , "  Sobanjo said . jeans in the family . '.'Women wear more 
something dressier, even some bars . "  Culture can play a part in a persons blue jeans than men ,"  he said . "They 
· Some countries have not caught blue wardrobe as senior Swan Teoh of are not popular amoung men . "  
jean fever a s  severely a s  the United Malaysia noted .  "Our culture i s  a bit dif- "Men i n  Jamaica wear more tailored 
States.  ferent; when we go out at night we pants than jeans, "  Williams added.  
For example , "In Nigeria jeans aren't dress up quite a bit , "  Teoh said . 
LOWEST PRICE 
· 1115 Fill! ? Kegs Delivered 
To your 
Tailgate Party 
-'*5��-A�� 
• The new R .  JOHNS College Rings 
are better than any rings you've 
ever seen . 
• 2 kegs of beer 
• 4 bags of ice 
• 1 00  cups $ 5899 
Call 345-5 1 1 7 for Legal Limit Delivered 
· Page One Tavern 
• Come in for this special showing . 
Discover what's. new in College 
Rings . 
SPECIAL s111s· 
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.Break . the 
Pizza Habit 
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From ' 'elephant bells' ' to striped jeans, 
local clothing stores keep up with styles 
5 
.... ':I' 
• 
< • .. Cl • 
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• 
by Bill Tucker 
In the late 60s, stores were l ined with bell bot­
tom jeans as part of the craze across the country . 
The bigger the flare the more "hip" the pants, until 
an exaggerated version of these flares came out 
called "elephant bells" . 
The 70s, with its "me decade" philosophy 
brought designer jeans to the racks . The names 
Calvin Klein and Gloria Vanderbilt commonly 
decorated the pockets of men and women . 
Enter the stores of the 80s arid discover a wide 
variety of jean styles l ining the aisles . 
"We sell a lot of Levi's straight-leg jeans and 
Levi's boot cuts , "  said Jeannette Hood of 
Spurgeon's Department Store , 523 Seventh St .  
"Men and wo�en are wearing just about the 
same style of jeans now , "  Hood added .  
Randy Sims of  Mick's Clothing.  606 Jackson 
Ave . ,  agrees with Hood . "We sell a lot of Levi's 
50 1  jeans to the younger people . while the adults 
tend  to be more conservative and buy more basic 
jeans . "  
"Striped jeans are popular with both sexes .  and 
we sel l  a lot of boot-cut jeans as well . "  he added . 
Jean nette Gill is of Adler' s .  509 Seventh St . .  
does not share the straight-leg opin ion of other 
retailers . 
"Our biggest sellers are the baggies and striped 
jeans.  but after a while it see ms like the girls get 
tired of the fancy jeans and go back to the basic 
denims , "  Gillis said . 
G illis also noted a taste distinction between 
younger girls and adult women . "Older women 
prefer the misses styles which aren't quite as 
fashionable as the junior styles ,"  she said .  
Bill Shafer of  Shafer's Clothing, 60 1 Monroe 
Ave . ,  has his own philosophy on the subject of 
jeans . 
"The je..an market acrqss the nation has falle n . ' ' 
Shafer said . "At one t ime , any kind of jean could 
be sold for just about anv p r ice . " 
"We sell the Lee stra.ght- legs . "  Shafer noted . 
"We also sell a lot of ca '11ouflage and pleated 
jeans too , but I think th( _:triped jeans have just 
cbout died out . "  
Sycamore's, located i n  the Eisner shopping 
center .  also tries to keep up with the styles which 
are popular at the moment . · ·we sell  a lot of faded 
and two-tone jeans . The black jeans and the 
shorter straight legs do well also . . .  said Lori J obe 
of Sycam ore's .  
. 
"We have striped jeans 
·
and c heck�d jeans i n  il 
variety of patterns and colors and they al l  se l l  
we l l .  .
. Jobe added . 
Regardless of personal prefere nce in der. i m .  
C harleston merchants probably have t h e  jeans 
your looking for- unless you 're looking for 
e lephant bells . 'The flair legged jeans are out of 
style . but  once in a whi le someone wil l  ask for a 
pair . · ·  H ood said . 
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The intimate story of a pair of blue jeans 
There I was . among hundreds of others just like m e .  
when someone walked in a n d  said . 'Thirty · 
three/ thirty-four . please . . . 
"This is it , "  I said to myself . "that's my nu mber . . . 
And with a quick goodbye to my fr iends . I was entered 
the outside world . 
At first everything seemed to be a mystery to me . 
He took me into a small room and gave me a chance 
to try him on . I still remember saying to myself . "He 
fits great. I ' l l  take him . , . 
Next some lady folded me up and stuck me in a bag1 
There I was . ready to experience life . and I get shoved 
into a sack.  Degrading I thought . but things were to 
pick up soon . 
Yes , those first few years were new and exc iting . 
There were so many places to see and things to d o .  I ' l l  
never forget those "hip- huggers" and designer labels .  
It was always nice to snuggle up to a warm pair  of 
Calvin Klein's . 
Some of my fondest memories are not too clean . 
however.  All those concerts : and those crowded . 
smoke-filled barrooms . Not to mention the countless 
number of food and drink spills . I never thought that 
spaghetti sauce was ever going to come out . 
Oh ,  and I' l l  never forgive him for going out and 
drinking too much that  one night .  He was onlv sick for 
Personal file: 
Kirt Kolzow 
one night . b u t  I felt that way  for another week! 
Then something strange happened . Once . while he 
was takipg me for a stroll in  tbe, lo_cal pa;i:k.. he met so­
meone different than a·1 1  the rest: She wasn't one of the 
usual designer or generic labels that I was used to . In 
fact .  she didn't  have any legs at all! "A dress?" I 
thought to myself . · · now what is he going to do?" 
My questions were soon answered . The weekty 
wash-and-wear- me-al l -the-time routine  soon became 
a once- in-a-while-only-on-the-weekend-romp . 
It was then I found myself looking back- feeling old 
and faded .  Quietly laying here in my drawer , I can feel 
the many patches and stitches that have held me 
together through the years . 
Actually . -I don't  have any real complaints . 
Whenever he does open this drawer I am always the 
one he takes out . I am his favorite . and he is mine . I 'm 
proud to have been his pair of blue jeans . 
Kirt Kolxoa· is " reporter for The Daily Easte•n News . 
- - - - - -. 
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f �� 2 Blocks North of 
F .d 
. Page One Tavern n ay : 
"SKEEZIK" • · 
I 
I 
! I Sirloin Stockade Songs from Romantics , Bill y  Ido l , Talking ;� 
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·Sunday Night-Student Special-
Heads , Brain Adams, . 
I The Tubes The Fixx * $.75 Tequila l l z ' S · 
1 �I plus more! ! . unnse F R£ E 
SALAD 
.--., ...... ------·---. 5 1. 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  Get itlf2!Jl.fro..!!1..§.:1� .�/ cou 
I Saturday : , 
·
· : · "Ivory 
I 
I 
: I  
I 
I 
SIRLOIN • Grand" 8"IJCKADE I 
BARI 
I (with .Meal) 
$ 1 .29 
Value 
80 1 W .  L inco l n  : 
3 4 5 -3 t 1 7 I 
open Da i ly 1 1 -9 1  
I Just Bring Your E.I.U. 
. 1 · Student I .D. 5-9 p . m . Only I 
� - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -' 
Songs from Night Ranger, Loverboy , Van Halen , Bon Jovi , ZZ Top , etc . 
* $.75 Tom or 
Vodka Collins 
Get in for $ 1 from 8- 10 w/coupon 
L--------------�---------------
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'Red Dawn' fails to eclipse 
� Red Dawn is the story of World War.,.--------------------------------------------.., -I Ill . It centers around a group of 
' teenagers who are forced to hide in the 
c mountains when their small American ! to�n is invaded by Communist forces . 
.:I These five or so boys, with the help of 
� two girls they acquire along the way , 
.! name themselves the Wolverines and ! decide to take on the Communists . The 
; majority of the film shows their struggles 
e' with the enemy , and, to a certain ex-• . ' 
> tent, with themselves . ! Red Dawn is a weak movie . One ma­
jor problem is that it's filled with con­
tradictions and inconsistencies. I can 
name two major conflicting points off­
hand.  
The first one involves reality vs . fan­
tasy . This film heavily relies on "reality" . 
It's WW Ill . It's America vs . Russia , 
basically . This film doesn't pretend to be 
a fantasy,  and yet, it is filled with "fan­
tastic" elements .  
The Wolverines seem to  do as they 
please for the greater part of the film 
and get away with everything , despite 
the fact they are untrained . 
They pick up needed supplies ,  go 
right into the occupied town (where the 
enemy is looking for them) �nd make 
many succe:..sful strikes before receiving 
so m\t<;.h .. as · a scrj:!ped elbow . Finally , 
the s�ene in which an old-timer gives 
the boys his te�nage niec�s to , "take 
care of' ,  is Hollywood fantasy at . its 
worst . 
The second major contradiction is the 
film has a tendency to glorify war on the 
one hand, while lamenting and ques­
tioning it on the other. 
We see many scenes that make war 
seem "gl_9rioLM_'.�vF2rr fltsta nce af one : 
s 
point a group of American civilians are ""----------------------------------------------
shown before a firing squad . We see 
closeups of the Americans during which 
a stereotypical "good ol' boy" squints in 
anticipation of pain . Some try to look 
brave . Some women are crying . An old 
man spits in defiance . The Russian 
commander raises his arm , "ready , 
aim" rat-tat-tat-tat-tat-tat and . . .  it's the 
Wolverines making a dramatic save 
(and the crowd at the theater cheers 
with delight) : 
Unfortunately , the film gets bogged 
down by too many "anti-glorious" 
elements . One character, Danny seems 
to do nothinq but say , "but they're peo-
We' re not 
clowning 
around . . .  
C lassif ieds 
get , 
" Red. ' '  
Buzzard Ed . Bldg . 
North Gym 
pie" . 
There's also a lot of crying over lost 
youth . At one point we see Jed,  
Wolverines leader, crying while he 
looks at a picture of his brother and 
himself as young boys . We even see the 
enemy Cuban leader writing a letter to 
his wife saying that it seemed only 
yesterday he was a boy playing in the 
sun . 
This is anti-war stuff ,  and it doesn't 
mix with. the basic glory of war theme.  
Another major problem with Red 
Dawn is there is no real enemy in the 
To the 
authentic 
men of 
OMEGA 
PSI PHI, 
Sweetheart 
candidate I VELISSE AMMONS wishes 
you a 
succe�sful 
year 
film ; hence , no real tension . The 
Wolverines receive little resistance 
throughout, and often make a clean 
strike , getting awa-y unscathed . And it 
takes about five months before one of 
the highest equipped and trained armies 
in the world gets the brilliant idea of 
hunting down what they know is a small 
group of untrained teenagers . Exciting 
stuff, huh? 
Needless to say , the plot of Red 
Dawn is fairly standard and suffers from 
convenient gaps. · 
In a way , it's pointless to review this 
Mark £. Hutti, fl.C. 
m1d 
Stepl1e11 L. Hutti, fl.C. 
are pleased to announce the opening 
of their new office at 
655 West Lincoln Suite 2 
Charleston, Rlinois 
21 7-348-1450 
film as art . Its cliches.  poor graphic ac­
tion . and appeal to popular prejudices 
combined with a muddled . standard 
plot , all point to one thing- box office 
bucks . 
Red Dawn is more than likely just a n  
attempt to cash in on the . "We're back 
on track . America , "  consciousness that 
has swept the nation . The filmmakers 
are businessmen , not artists . and· their 
product is, basically . empty garbage . 
-by Mike Nolan 
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GOOD SUN .�TH U RS .  
U NT I L  S E PT .  30 
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Friday 
3:00 p.m. 
3-Bamaby Jones 
1 5,20-SCooby Doo 
1 7-Hour Magazine 
3:05 p.m. 
5--Fllntstones 
3:30 p.m. 
2--SCooby Doo 
1 2-Mister Rogers 
1 5,2o-Gilllgan's Island 
1 7-Hour Magazine 
3:35 p.m. 
5--Munsters 
4:00 p.m. 
2-Charlle's Angels 
3-Hart to Hart 
1 0-Dukes of Hazzard 
1 2-sesame Street 
1 5 ,20-Happy Days Again 
38-Flinstones · 
4:05 p.m. 
5--Brady Bunch 
4:30 p.m. 
9-Good Times 
1 5, 20-Dlfferent Strokes 
1 7-WKRP In Cincinnati 
38-Bewltched 
4:35 p.m. 
5-Leave It To Beaver 
5:00 p.m. 
2-MASH 
3-Newscope 
� Day at a Time 
1 o-Enterbllnment Tonight 
1 2-Voyage Of The Mimi 
1 5,2o-Jefferaons 
1 7-People's Court 
38-Andy Griffith 
5:05 p.m. 
S-Lucy Show 
5:30 p.m. 
2,3, 1 0, 1 5, 1 7  ,2o-Newa 
9-Jeff91110n8 
1 2-Nlgh1ty 8ualne8a Report 
38-Let'S Make A Deel 
5:U p.m. 
5-0own To Earth 
1:00 p.m. 
2,3, 1 0, 1 5,  1 7 ,2<>-Newa 
9-Bamey Miler 
1 2-MacNell, Lehrer 
38-Famlly Feud 
1:05 p.m. 
5-Gomer Pyle, USMC 
1:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 20-Wheel of Fortune 
3-PM Magazine 
9-Benaon 
1 0-PeoPle's Court 
1 7 ,38-Three's Company 
1:35 p.m. 
5-Baseball. San Diego at 
Atlanta 
7:00 p.m. 
2 , 1 5, 20-Bob Hope 
./ 
3, 1 0-Dukes of Hazzard 
9-Movie: "The candidate. "  
( 1 972) Slick, penetrating 
Political drama, with Robert 
Redford as an idealistic 
lawyer lured into a dark-horse 
campaign for the Senate. 
1 2-WILL Auction 
1 7  ,38-Benson 
7:30 p.m. 
1 6-Wall Street Week 
1 7  ,38-Webster 
1:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Hunter 
3, 1 0-Dallas 
1 7  ,38-Hawalian Heat 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5,2o-Miaml Vice 
3, 1 0-Falcon Crest 
9-News 
1 7  ,38-Matt Houston 
9:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
9:35 p.m. 
5-Movie "The Pom Pom 
Girls. "  ( 1 976) Robert 
Carradine and Jennifer Ashley 
team In a farce about two 
graduating high-school 
couples preoccupied with 
sex, cars, and food. (Time ap­
proximate after baseball) 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2,3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7 ,20-News 
9-WKRP in Cincinnati 
38-Gunsmoke 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5,20-Tonight 
3-MASH 
9-Cubs Final 
1 o-Movie: "The Adventures 
of Sherlock Holmes" ( 1 939) 
Involves the sleuth (Basil 
Rathbone) in a jewel-theft 
plot. Nigel Bruce, Ida Lupino. 
1 7-Entertalnment Tonight 
1 0:45 p.m. 
9-Love Boat 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Movie: "Flight to 
Holocaust."  ( 1 977) TV-movie 
about the rlternpt to rescue 
passengers of a light plane 
that crashed Into a 
skyscraper. Patrick Wayne, 
Fawne Harriman . 
1 7 ,38-Nlghtline 
1 1 :1 5 p.m. 
5-Nlght Tracks 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5,20-Frlday Night Videos 
1 7-Barney Miller 
38-ASC Rocks 
1 1 :45 p.m. 
9-Movle: "The Domino Prin· 
.ciple ."  ( 1 977) Gene Hackman 
la the pawn of a sinister ln­
temationlll organization with 
aaaaaaination plans. 
Midnight 
1 7-News 
38-Rawhide 
Saturday 
3:00 p.m. 
1 2-Maglc of Water Colors 
3:30 p.m. 
1 2-Motorweek 
4:00 p.m. 
1 2-Movie: "Little Men . "  
( 1 940) An amiable, un­
pretentious slice of 1 9th· 
century rural Americana, 
loosely baaed on Louisa May 
Alcott's clasic novel. 
5-College Scoreboard 
4:05 p.m. 
5-Fishin' With Orlando 
Wilson 
4:30 p.m. 
1 7 ,38-College Football 
4:35 p.m. 
5-Motorweek Illustrated 
5:00 p.m. 
9-Hlgh School Crazies 
1 0-Wi ld Kingdom 
5:05 p.m. 
5-College Scoreboard 
5:1 0 p.m. 
5-Wrestling 
5:30 p.m. 
2-That Nashville Music 
3, 1 0-CBS News 
1 2-Sneak Previews 
-campus cllps 
AMA will sponsor a car wash Saturday, Sept'. 29 from 9:00 
a.m. to 3:00 p.m.  at the Marathon station across from Old Main. 
Cars $2 .00 ,  Trucks and vans $2 .50.  
American Society for Personnel Administration will hold a 4 
O'Clock Club Friday, Sept. 28 in Ike's Basement. All members 
and interested people are welcome. 
Campus Clips are published daily, free of charge, as a public ser­
vice to the campus. Clips should be submitted to The Dally 
Eastern News office two business days before date to be 
published (or date of event) . lnfo"rmation should include event, 
name of sponsoring organization (spelled out - no Greek letter 
abbreviations) , date, time and place of event, plus any other per­
tinent information. Name and phone number of submitter must be 
included. Clips containing conflicting or confusing information will 
not be run if submitter cannot be contacted. Clips will be edited for 
space available. Clips submitted after 9:00 a.m.  of deadline day 
cannot be guaranteed publication. Clips will be run one day only 
for any event. No clips will be taken by phone. 
1 5, 20-News 
1 7-ln Focus 
8:00 p.m. 
2 ,3, 1 o-News 
5-College Scoreboard 
9-Puttin' On The Hits 
1 2-WILL Auction 
1 5 ,20-Hee Haw 
1 7-Greatest American Hero 
38-Solid Gold 
8:05 p.m. 
5-Wrestling 
8:30 p.m . . 
2-Wheel of Fortune 
3-More Real People 
9-At The Movies 
1 0-Lorne Greene·s New 
Wilderness 
8:35 p.m. 
5-Baseball :  San Diego at 
Atlanta 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Dlfferent Strokes 
3, 1 0-Airwolf 
9-Movie: "Top Secret . "  
( 1 978) TV-movie with Bill 
Cosby and Tracy Reed as 
American agents in Italy trying 
to recover 1 00 pounds of 
stolen plutonium. 
1 7, 38-Love Boat 
7:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2o-Glmme A Break 
1:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 20-Partners in Crime 
3,  1 0-Mickey Spillane's Mike 
Hammer 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Hot Pursuit 
3, 1 0-C0ver Up 
9-News 
1 7  , 36-Flnder of Lost Loves 
9:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
1:35 p.m. 
5-Rat Patrol 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 ,3. 1 0, 1 5, 1 7 , 2o-News 
9-Twlllght Zone 
38-Vldeo Plus 
1 0:05 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks Chartbusters 
1 0:1 5 p.m. 
· 
1 7-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 2o-Saturday Night Live 
3-Movie: "Play Misty fqr 
Me. "  ( 1 97 1 )  Clint Eastwood 
plays a disc jockey whose 
most ardent fan is a 
dangerous psychotic (Jessica 
Walters) . 
9-Cubs Final 
1 0-Benny Hill 
1 7-Solid Gold 
38-Movie: "Night of the 
Cobra Woman . "  ( 1 972) 
Phillipine localins highlight this 
horror yarn about an American 
t>iology student's search for a 
legendary five-ring cobra. 
1 0:45 p.m. 
-LlfHtyln of the Rich And 
Famous 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
1 0-Tales from the Darkslde 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
1 o, 1 7-Entertalnment This 
Week 
1 3-Solid Gold 
1 1 :45 p.m. 
9-Twilight Zone 
Midnight 
2-America's Top 1 0  
1 5 , 20-Rock·N-America 
38-Solld Gold 
Su n day 
2:00 p.m. 
1 2-Great Chefs of San Fran· 
Cr�ord Puzzle 
ACROSS 
1 Soapstone 
5 -- now 
. (today) 
9 Sacred song 
14 Exchange 
premium 
15 Fillet 
16 Home on high 
17 Introductions 
19 Start of a 
Williams title 
20 Come close to 
lawbreaking 
22 Modernist 
59 W.C.T.U.  
members 
60 Hebrew lyre 
DOWN 
1 Bugle call 
2 Pearl Mosque 
city 
3 Ambush 
4 Supplied fuel to 
a steamer 
5 French 
novelist -­
Prevost 
10 Levees 
1 1  Ade book : l� 
12 -- share 
13 Ameliorate 
18 L-P connection 
21 Pertaining to 
blood 
25 Eulogize 
26 Composer of 
" Rule, 
Britannia" 
27 Tenon's 
complement 
28 "-.- !  poo;, Yonek . . .  
30 Outdistance 
32 G hosts , in 
37 Metalworker's 
milieu 
39 Olympics 
contestant , 
e . g . 
42 Reached home 
43 " . . .  to ­
pail of water' ' 
44 Friar Tuck's 
cudgel 
45 Blanched 
47 Distinctive 
time 
1 
23 Casanova , for 
one 
24 Loser to 
H . C . H .  
2 5  Role i ri  " The 
Green 
Pastures ' '  
2 7  Noxious 
6 Tanning place 
7 "-- leads to 
London " : 
Masefield 
8 Role in 
' ' Gunsmoke ' '  
9 Stric k 
haunted casas 
33 Adolf's refusal 
34 Dagge;;r nf yore 
36 Hanging 
48 Stuttering 
comedian 
Roscoe 
49 Allot 
50 Chemical 
suffixes 
51 Office note 
52 W. German 
river 
29 Macaw 
30 Stentorian 
31 Steve and Fred 
35 Consistent 
37 Persistent 
also-ran 
38 Abominate 
39 Author 
Kingsley 
40 Jay's cousin 
4 1  Subject to 
earthquakes 
43 Amerce 
44 -- on 
(suppressed ) 
46 Begone ! 
47 Ending with 
musket 
48 Not now -
later. perhaps 
53 Western lake 
54 Played anew 
55 Blessed -
56 Seine tributary 
57 Actor Cronyn 
58 Import 
cisco 
2:30 p.m. 
2-NFL '84 
1 2-Quiltlng 
3:00 p.m. 
2-NFL Pro Magazine 
3, 1 <>-NFL Footbell: Detroit 
Uons at San Diego Chargers. 
1 2-Woodwrlght's Shop 
1 5 ,20-Andy Griffith 
· 3:30 p.m. 
2-Super Chargers 
1 2-New This Old House 
1 5, 20-Commerclal File 
1 7-0ne Day At A Time 
38-Marshal Dillon 
4:00 p.m. 
2-lndiana Outdoors 
1 2-Vlctory Garden 
1 3-Greatest American Hero 
1 5 ,2o-Ghetto Ten 
1 7-This Week in Country 
Music 
38-Hardy BoyS/Nancy Drew 
4:05 p.m. 
5-Cimarron Strip 
4:30 p.m. 
2-Drag Racing 
9-Movie: "Night Passage."  
( 1 957) James Stewart and 
Audie Murphy portray 
brothers on oPPOSite sides of 
the law. A good one. 
. 1 2-Everyday Cooking With 
Jacques Pepin 
1 5, 20-Flt or Fat Test 
1 7-ln Due Defense 
5:00 p.m. 
1 2-Wild America 
1 3-Switch 
1 5 ,20-Too Close For Com­
fort 
1 7 ,38-Fame 
5:30 p.m. 
1 2-Wildlife Safari 
2 ,  1 5 , 2o-News 
5:35 p.m. 
5-Wild, Wild World of 
decoratior. ;  
See page 1 5  of News for answers 
.. 
Animals 
1:00 p.m. 
2 .  1 5,2Q-Sllver Spoons 
3, 1 Q-60 Minutes 
1 2-Austln City Limits 
1 7 .38-Rlpley's Believe It or 
Not! 
8:05 p.m. 
4-Wrestllng 
8:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5,2o-Punky Brewster 
9-Windy City Celebration 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 ,2o-Knlght Rider 
3, 1 O-Murder, She Wrote 
1 2-Nature 
1 7  ,38-HardcaStle & Mc· 
Connick 
7:05 p.m. 
5-Movie: "Death of a Gun· 
fighter."  ( 1 969) A tough mar­
shal (Richard Widmark) vs . .  
community leaders. 
1:00 p.m. 
9-Flsh 
1 2-Masterpiece Theatre 
1 3-Julio Iglesias in 
Jerusalem 
1 7 ,38-Movie: James Garner 
and Mary Tyler Moore In 
''Heartsounda.' '  
1:30 p.m. 
9-0dd Couple 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5, 2o-Pllot: Orson Welles 
hosts a pair of mysteries. 1 . 
"Scene of the Crime" centers 
on the murder of a bride 
(Markle Post) on her wedding 
night. 2. In "The Babysitter," 
a young girl (Priscilla Weems) 
receives a special birthday 
"gift" that allows her to tum 
the tables on her tormenting 
babysitter (Isabel Walker) . 
3, 1 0-Trapper John, M .D. 
9-News 
1 2-All Creatures Great and 
Small 
9:05 p.m. 
5-Sports Page 
9:30 p.m. 
9-INN News,. .. , ,  1, • , .  , . _ 9:U p.m. 
5-0ay of Dlacovery 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5, 1 7 , 2o-Newa 
9-Tales. from the Dartullde 
1 2-Monty Python's Flying 
Circus 
1 0:05 p.m. 
5-Jeny Falwell 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2-Thls Week In Country 
Music · t.' 3-Star Trek 
9-Cubs Final 
1 2-lllinois Press 
1 5 ,20-Movle: "The Users." 
( 1 978) TV-movie baaed on 
Joyce Haber's best seller 
about Hollywood's social clim­
bers and power seekers. 
1 7-News 
1 0:45 p.m. 
9-Lou Grant 
1 7-ABC News 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
2-Music City U .S.A. 
1 0-Star Trek 
1 7-Taking Advantage 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
5-0pen Up 
· 1 1 :30 p.m. 
2-Movln' On 
1 7-Thls Week In Country 
Music 
1 1 :45 p.m. 
9-Movle: "Dark Passage . "  
( 1 94 7) Humphrey Bogart 
escapes prison to track down 
the real murderer of his wife, 
and is ·aided by Lauren Bacall .  
Midnight 
1 0-Taking Advantage 
Daytime Soa p 
,.-,,...,..:..-..,.,.-,-��......,...�----.-....,,----:.-"TTr:-:--::-....---:::1�--i Everyone 
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Fitt�g into jeans is painful experience 
,, 
� 
II. 
i I don't know why I agreed to lift · 
z weights with a friend of mine the other i day . The words, "Sure , why not , "  just 
• seemed to slip out my mouth before I 
w � could stop them.  ! Perhaps I agreed because I have this . 
J foolish hope that someday , I too, will be 
!:: the possessor of an adonis-like body (or 
& at least a reasonable facsimile) that fits ;! into a pair of jeans like a hand-in-glove . 
J Although it's nice to think about being 
... the owner of such a body,  the act of 
achieving it is pure agony.  
Fortunately,  I was late for my ap­
pointment, so I didn't have the pleasure 
of inflicting torture upon myself. 
And what torture it is! As you near the 
weightroom the first sounds you hear 
are shrieks of, "pain . . .  pain!" One 
almost expects to see Eastern students ,  , 
shackled in chains,  being whipped by a 
cackling man dressed in black . 
But that's not the case . Entering the 
room you see men and women grunting 
and struggling to lift obnoxiously heavy 
weights . Their once happy faces are 
now sweat streaked and sporting the 
fashionable grimace . 
"Why , "  I -isk myself , "would anyone 
want to suffer.like this?" I decide that it's 
a plot. A diabolically clever plot that is 
either devised by people who enjoy 
kicking sand in others' faces or by the 
manufacturers of tight designer jeans . 
Yes , it's these same muscular people 
who take one look at me enteril\g the 
weightroom and nudge each other with 
their beefy elbows . "No pain . . .  no gain , "  
they chorttle at m e  with Peter Lorri-like 
voices as they walk past me on-campus 
sporting a new pair of jeans . 
But can their bodies be attributed to 
weight-lifting? I 'm somewhat skeptical . 
After all , I lifted for an entire two weeks 
once with no improvement. Of course , 
it's tough to improve a near-perfect 
body like mine (yukity-yuk) . 
Avid weight- lifters are quick to point 
out that two weeks is hardly long 
enough to make any improvements. 
These are probably the same ones who 
screamed, "You can do it!" in my ear as 
I struggled to keep the heavy weight I 
was wimpishly trying to keep from 
crushing my skeletal structure . 
No thanks . My body just can't take 
that type of agony, no matter the 
reason . I guess weight-l ifting isn't for 
me:  Out the window go my hopes of 
I. 
' / \l ( fl l (  �JJ 
( 1 11;. • 
having my jeans fit like a pair of gloves . 
I guess about the only type of torture 
I'm capable of is lifting an ice cold bottle 
of beer and a· slice of p izza . 
· 
-by John Best 
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